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Abstract. We extend in a natural way the operation of Turing machines
to infinite ordinal time, and investigate the resulting supertask theory of
computability and decidability on the reals. Every Π11 set, for example, is
decidable by such machines, and the semi-decidable sets form a portion of
the ∆12 sets. Our oracle concept leads to a notion of relative computability
for sets of reals and a rich degree structure, stratified by two natural jump
operators.
In these days of super-fast computers whose speed seems to be increasing
without bound, the more philosophical among us are perhaps pushed to won-
der: what could we compute with an infinitely fast computer? By proposing a
natural model for supertasks—computations with infinitely many steps—we
provide in this paper a theoretical foundation on which to answer this ques-
tion. Our model is simple: we simply extend the Turing machine concept
into transfinite ordinal time. The resulting machines can perform infinitely
many steps of computation, and go on to more computation after that. But
mechanically they work just like Turing machines. In particular, they have
the usual Turing machine hardware; there is still the same smooth infinite
paper tape and the same mechanical head moving back and forth according
to a finite algorithm, with finitely many states. What is new is the definition
of the behavior of the machine at limit ordinal times. The resulting com-
putability theory leads to a notion of computation on the reals, concepts of
decidability and semi-decidability for sets of reals as well as individual reals,
two kinds of jump-operator, and a notion of relative computability using or-
acles which gives a rich degree structure on both the collection of reals and
the collection of sets of reals. But much remains unknown; we hope to stir
interest in these ideas, which have been a joy for us to think about.
1The research of the first author was partially supported by a grant from the PSC-
CUNY Research Foundation.
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There has been much work in higher recursion theory analyzing well-
founded computations on infinite objects (see e.g. [Sacks]). Much of that
theory, however, grows out of the analogy which associates the ∆11 sets with
the finite sets and the Π11 sets with the semi-decidable sets. It therefore
gives a different analysis than ours, since in our account, the Π11 sets will
become actually decidable, along with their complements the Σ11 sets, and
the semi-decidable sets, with the jump operator, will stratify the class of ∆12
sets.
Various philosophers and physicists have investigated supertasks, or tasks
involving infinitely many steps, the first of which is done, for example, in a
half second, the next in a quarter second, and so on, so that the entire job is
complete in a finite amount of time. Thomson’s lamp [Thom], for example,
is on between time t = 0 and t = 1/2, off until t = 3/4, on until t = 7/8, and
so on. More useful supertasks, perhaps, have been proposed which determine
the truth of an existential number-theoretic question, such as whether there
are additional Fermat primes, by ever more rapidly checking the instances of
it so that they are all checked in a finite amount of time. What is intriguing
about the physicist’s analysis of supertasks is that they have been able to
construct general relativistic models in which the supertasks can apparently
be carried out [Ear & Nor], [Ear], [Pit], [Hog92], [Hog94]. The models gen-
erally involve an agreement between two observers, one of whom performs
the rote steps of computation looking for a counterexample, the other of
whom, while flying ever more rapidly around the first observer, waits pa-
tiently for what to him will be a finite amount of time for a signal that a
counterexample has been found. Earman shows how it can happen that the
entire infinite past half-life of one observer is in the causal past of a point
in the life of another observer. Hogarth [Hog94] discusses more complicated
arrangements in which the truth of any arithmetic statement can be com-
puted. But as we will show in this paper, the supertask concept allows one
to compute the truth of even more complicated statements than this. What
we are interested in here is not so much finding what is physically possible to
compute in a supertask so much as what is mathematically possible. Though
the physicists may explain how it is possible to carry out a supertask in a
finite amount of time, we, being focused on the algorithm, will nevertheless
regard the supertask computations as being infinite in the sense that they
involve infinitely many steps of computation.
A word of credit is due. Jeffrey Kidder defined infinite time Turing ma-
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chines in 1989, and he and the first author of this paper worked out the
early theory while they were graduate students together at the University of
California in Berkeley. The notes sat neglected, unfortunately, in the filing
cabinet of the first author, carted from one university to another, but were
never forgotten. With a fresh look in 1996, a few of the formerly puzzling
questions were answered, and a more advanced theory developed, which we
give in this paper.
We will assume complete familiarity with the notions of Turing machines
and ordinals and, in describing our algorithms, take the high road to avoid
getting bogged down in Turing machine minutiae. We hope the readers will
appreciate our saving them from reading what would otherwise resemble
computer code.
We begin by describing in section 1 how the new machines work. Next,
in section 2, we investigate their power, which lies between Π11 and ∆
1
2, and
generalize the classical s-m-n and Recursion theorems to the supertask con-
text. Our analysis of the lengths of supertask computations leads in section
3 to the notions of clockable and writable ordinals. We present in section 4
the supertask halting problems, a lightface and boldface version, and prove
the Lost Melody Theorem, which has the intriguing consequence that there
are noncomputable functions whose graphs are infinite time decidable. This
leads naturally in section 5 to the notion of oracles and the two jump op-
erators corresponding to the two halting problems. We develop in section 6
the basic features of the structure of infinite time degrees; a key feature of
this structure, having no classical analog, is the interplay between reals as
oracles and sets of reals as oracles. We highlight, in section 7, the descriptive
set-theoretic aspects of our theory and, in section 8, the connections with
admissible set theory; it turns out that the supremum of the writable or-
dinals is a rather large countable ordinal, being recursively inaccessible and
indeed indescribable by semi-decidable properties. We conclude the paper
by giving five equivalences to the question of whether every clockable ordinal
is writable, a question which remains open.
1 How the Machines Work
Let us now describe exactly how an infinite time Turing machine works. Like
a Turing machine, our supertask machines have a head which moves mechan-
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ically back and forth, reading and writing 0s and 1s on a tape according to a
finite algorithm p. For convenience, we will set up our machines with three
separate tapes, one for input, one for scratch work, and one for output.
The machine begins, like a Turing machine, with the head resting in antici-
pation on the first cell in a special state called the start state. The input is
written on the input tape, and the scratch tape and the output tape are filled
with zeros. At each step of computation, the head reads the cell values which
it overlies, reflects on its state, consults the program about what should be
done in such a situation and then carries out the instructions: it writes a 0
or 1 on (any of) the tapes, moves left or right and switches to a new state
accordingly. This procedure determines the configuration of the machine at
stage α + 1, given the configuration at stage α, for any α. It remains to
somehow take a limit of these computations in order to identify the configu-
ration of the machine at stage ω and, more generally, at limit ordinal stages
in the supertask computation. To set up such a limit ordinal configuration,
the head is plucked from wherever it might have been racing towards, and
placed on top of the first cell. And it is placed in a special distinguished limit
state. Now we need to take a limit of the cell values on the tape. And we will
do this cell by cell according to the following rule: if the values appearing
in a cell have converged, that is, if they are either eventually 0 or eventually
1 before the limit stage, then the cell retains the limiting value at the limit
stage. Otherwise, in the case that the cell values have alternated from 0 to
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1 and back again unboundedly often, we make the limit cell value 1. This is
equivalent to making the limit cell value the lim sup of the cell values before
the limit. This completely describes the configuration of the machine at any
limit ordinal stage β, and the machine can go on computing to β + 1, β + 2,
and so on, eventually taking another limit at β+ω and so on through the or-
dinals. If at any stage, the machine finds itself in the special halt state, then
computation ceases, and whatever is written on the output tape becomes the
official output. Otherwise, the infinite time machine will compute endlessly
as the ordinals fall one after another through the transfinite hourglass.
In this way every infinite time Turing machine program p determines a
function. On input x, we can run the machine with program p, and, if it
halts, there will be some output, which we denote by ϕp(x). The domain of
ϕp is simply the collection of x which lead to a halting computation. Notice
that the natural input for these machines is an infinite binary string x ∈ 2ω.
Thus, the infinite time computable functions are partial functions on Cantor
space. In this paper, we will refer to the elements of Cantor space 2ω as
‘reals’, and think of the computable functions as functions on the reals. In
particular, we will denote 2ω by R. By adding extra input tapes, we may
have functions of more than one argument, and, in the usual Turing machine
argument, these can be simulated by, for example, interleaving the digits
of the inputs and using a machine with only one input tape. Also, we will
regard 0 and 1 as elements of R, by the convention, for example, in which 0
represents 〈0, 0, 0, . . .〉 and 1 represents 〈1, 0, 0, 0, . . .〉.
Let us now make a few basic definitions. A partial function f
... Rk → R
is infinite time computable when there is a program p such that f = ϕp. For
simplicity, we will assume by some suitable coding mechanism that a program
is represented by a natural number, and furthermore, that every natural
number represents a program. A set of reals A is infinite time decidable when
the characteristic function of A is infinite time computable (and for the sake
of brevity, we will normally use just the term “decidable,” unless we fear
some misunderstanding). The set A is infinite time semi-decidable when the
function which gives the affirmative values, the function with domain A and
constant value 1, is infinite time computable. Thus, a set is semi-decidable
exactly when it is the domain of a computable function, since it is a simple
matter to modify a program to change the output to the constant 1. We can
also stratify the computable sets according to how long the computations
take. Thus, a set is α-decidable when the characteristic function of the set is
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computable by a machine which on any input takes fewer than α many steps.
Thus, restricting to the case of finite input and time, a function f ...2<ω → 2<ω
is ω-computable exactly when it is computable in the Turing machine sense.
Now that we have made the initial definitions, let us get started by proving
that we may restrict our attention always to the countable ordinals.
Theorem 1.1 Every halting infinite time computation is countable.
Proof: Suppose the supertask computation of program p on input x has
run for uncountably many steps without halting. We will show that this
computation will never halt. Let us say that a snapshot of a computation is
a complete description of the configuration: it specifies the program being
used, the state and position of the head and the complete contents of each
of the tapes. All this information can be coded in some canonical way into
a real. Consider the snapshot of the ω1-stage of computation. We will ar-
gue that in fact this very same snapshot occurred earlier, at some countable
stage, and that the computation is caught in an infinite loop which will re-
peat forever. First, observe that at stage ω1 the head is on the first cell in
the limit state, as it is at any limit ordinal stage. Next, observe that if the
value of any cell is 0 at stage ω1, then there must be some countable stage
at which the cell had the value 0 and never subsequently changed. If the cell
has the value 1 at stage ω1, then there are two possibilities: either at some
stage the cell obtained a value of 1 and was not subsequently changed to a
0, or else the value of the cell alternated unboundedly often before stage ω1.
Now we apply a simple cofinality argument. Since there are only countably
many cells, by taking a countable supremum we can find a stage α0 where the
cells which eventually stabilize have already all stabilized. After this stage,
the only cells which change are the ones which will change cofinally often,
and so there must be a sequence of countable ordinals α0 < α1 < α2 < · · ·
such that between αn and αn+1 all the cells which change at all after αn have
changed value at least once by αn+1. Let δ = supn αn. At this limit stage,
the head is on the first cell in the limit state, the cells which stabilize before
ω1 have stabilized before δ, and the cells which change values unboundedly
often before ω1 have changed values unboundedly often before δ. Thus, the
snapshot at stage δ is the same as the snapshot at stage ω1. Thus, the com-
putation has repeated itself. And moreover it has done so in a very strong
way: none of the cells which are zero at stage δ will ever again turn to one,
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so the computation will cycle endlessly. Limit stages in which the repeating
snapshot has repeated unboundedly often will again be the very same repeat-
ing snapshot, and so the computation is caught in an infinite repeating loop.2
Let us point out that it is possible for a computation to repeat—for
the very same snapshot to occur twice during a computation—but for the
computation nevertheless eventually to escape this infinite loop. This could
occur, for example, if the limit of the repeating snapshots is not the same
snapshot again. Thus, after repeating ω many times, the program could
escape the loop and go on to compute something else or even halt. Let us
say, then, officially, that a computation repeats itself only when the very
same snapshot occurs at two limit ordinal stages, and that between these
stages the cells which are 0 at the limit never subsequently turn to 1 (we
allow the 1s to turn to 0 and back again). This is equivalent to requiring
that the limit of the repeating snapshots is again the very same repeating
snapshot. Such computations, therefore, are truly caught in an infinite loop.
Corollary 1.2 Every infinite time computation either halts or repeats itself
in countably many steps.
Proof: The previous proof shows that if a computation does not halt, then
the snapshot of the machine configuration at stage ω1 appears earlier, and, in
fact, appears unboundedly often before ω1, since α0 can be chosen arbitrarily
large below ω1. Moreover, since these snapshots occurred beyond α0, none
of the 0s in the repeating snapshot ever again turns to 1. So a non-halting
computation repeats itself by some countable stage. 2
2 The Power of Infinite Time Machines
How powerful are these machines? Perhaps the first thing to notice is that the
halting problem for Turing machines is infinite time decidable. This is true
because with an infinite time Turing machine one can simulate an ordinary
Turing machine computation. Either the simulation halts in finitely many
steps, or else after ω many steps the machine reaches the limit state, and so by
giving the output Yes or No, respectively, in these two situations, the halting
problem is solved. Thus infinite time Turing machines are more powerful
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than ordinary Turing machines: they can decide sets which are undecidable
by Turing machines. The next theorem greatly improves on this.
Theorem 2.1 The truth of any arithmetic statement is infinite time decid-
able.
Proof: It is easy to see by an inductive argument on formulas that first
order arithmetic truth is decidable: given a statement ∃nϕ(n, ~x), one simply
directs the machine to try out all the possible values of n and test the truth
of ϕ(n, ~x). 2
But we can do much better even than this. In the next theorem we will
introduce the first argument which really seems to use the full computational
power of these machines. A relation ⊳ on a subset of ω can be coded by the
real x such that x(〈n, k〉) = 1 exactly when n⊳k, where 〈·, ·〉 is some canonical
pairing function. In this way every real x codes some relation ⊳. Let WO be
the set of reals coding well-orders. It is well known that WO is a complete Π11
set, in the sense that if A is another Π11 set then there is a recursive function
f on reals such that x ∈ A ⇐⇒ f(x) ∈WO.
Count-Through Theorem 2.2 WO is infinite time decidable.
Proof: Suppose we are given a real x on the input tape of an infinite time
Turing machine. We will describe a supertask algorithm which will determine
if this real codes a well order. Certainly in ω many steps we can determine
if the real codes a relation which is reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric.
This involves simply checking that if x says that n is related to k and that
k is related to r, then it also says that n is related to r, and so on. Every
instance of this can be systematically checked. Thus, we may assume that
the real x survives this first test, and therefore codes a linear order, before
continuing further. Next, in ω many steps, we can find the particular natural
number n which is the least element in the relation coded by x. This can be
done by first, keeping a current guess written on the scratch tape, updating
it every time a number is found which precedes it in the relation coded by
x, and second, flashing a flag on and then off again every time we change
the guess. In the limit, if the flag is on, it means that we changed our guess
infinitely often, and thus the real x does not code a well-order. If the flag
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is not on, then it must be that the minimal element n of the relation is sit-
ting on the scratch tape, having survived all challengers. In another ω many
steps, we can go through the relation and erase all mention of the number n
from the field of the relation. This produces a real coding a relation with a
smaller field. Now we simply iterate this. That is, in ω many steps, first find
the least element of the relation coded by the real currently on the tape, and
in another ω many steps, erase all mention of this element, and repeat with
the new smaller relation. There is a slight complication at the compound
limits (limits of limits) since at such stages we will have a lot of garbage
on the scratch tape, but because we were gradually erasing elements from
the field of the relation coded by the real on the input tape, the input tape
has stabilized to the intersection of those relations, which is exactly what we
want there. By flashing a flag on and then off again every time we reach
a limit stage, we can recognize a compound limit as a limit stage in which
this flag is on, and then in ω many steps wipe the scratch tape clean before
continuing with the algorithm. If the original real codes a relation which is
not a well-order, then after its well-founded part has been erased, there will
come a stage when it has no least member, and the machine will discover this,
since the guesses for the least member at that stage will not converge. If the
real does code a well-order, then the elements of the field will gradually be
erased until the machine finds that the field of the relation is empty. Thus,
in any case the machine will know whether the real codes a well-order, and
so WO is decidable. 2
Corollary 2.3 Every Π11 set is infinite time decidable. Hence, every Σ
1
1 set
is infinite time decidable.
Proof: It is well-known that every Π11 set A reduces toWO in the sense that
there is some recursive function on reals f such that x ∈ A ↔ f(x) ∈ WO.
Furthermore, it is clear that an infinite time machine can compute any re-
cursive function on reals. So, fix A and f , and consider the algorithm which
on input x first computes f(x), and then determines if f(x) ∈ WO. This
machine decides whether x is in A. 2
The collection of decidable sets extends further up the analytical hierar-
chy. A set A is said to be β−Π11, where β is a recursive ordinal coded by
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some recursive relation E on ω, when for each α ≤ β there is a set Aα, with
Aβ = ∅, such that, first, { (k, x) | x ∈ A|k| } is Π
1
1, where |k| denotes the
order-type of k with respect to E, and, second, that x ∈ A iff there is an
odd α < β such that x ∈ ∩δ<αAδ \Aα (see [Dub]). This class of sets extends
beyond the Π11 sets. We can extend it still further by allowing more compli-
cated relations E. Specifically, let us say that a real is writable when there
is an infinite time Turing machine which can write it as the final output on
input 0. An ordinal will be regarded as writable when there is a writable real
coding that ordinal. We will show later that such ordinals extend far beyond
the recursive ordinals. Indeed, their supremum is recursively inaccessible.
We can naturally extend the definition of the β−Π11 sets to the situation
when β is a writable ordinal.
Suppose now that A is β−Π11 where β is a writable ordinal. Consider
the algorithm which first writes the relation E coding β on a portion of the
scratch tape, and then, using the Π11 algorithm makes a list of which n have
the property that the input x is in A|n|. Finally, by counting through the
relation coding β, the algorithm searches for an odd ordinal α < β such that
x ∈ ∩δ<αAδ \ Aα. This algorithm will decide whether x is in A, giving the
following corollary.
Corollary 2.4 If β is a writable ordinal, then every β−Π11 set is decidable.
We aim now to establish a limit on the complexity of decidable sets. In the
previous section, we introduced the idea of a snapshot, which is a real which
codes the complete description of an infinite time Turing machine while it is
computing. Thus, in some canonical manner, a snapshot codes the program
the machine is running, the position and state of the head and the complete
contents of each of the three tapes. Now let us say that a transfinite sequence
of snapshots accords with the program p when each successive snapshot is
obtained by running the program p on the configuration described by the
previous snapshot and the limit snapshots are obtained from the earlier ones
according to the computation rules. We will say that a sequence of snapshots
according to a program is settled when the last snapshot has either obtained
a halting state or else repeats an earlier snapshot, in the strong sense of a
computation repeating itself used after Theorem 1.1. The sequence of snap-
shots represents in the first case a halting computation and in the second a
computation which will endlessly repeat. Thus, a settled sequence of snap-
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shots informs us of the outcome of an infinite time computation. With these
ideas we can establish the complexity of such computations.
Complexity Theorem 2.5 The graph of every infinite time computable
function is ∆12. Hence, every decidable set and, indeed, every semi-decidable
set, is ∆12.
Proof: Suppose that f is an infinite time computable function, computed
by the program p. Now observe that f(x) = y if and only if there is a real z
coding a well-ordered sequence of snapshots according to p on input x with
output y. Thus, the graph of f is Σ12. For the other half, remember that by
Theorem 1.1 every supertask computation either halts or repeats in count-
ably many steps, and that therefore we only need to consider the settled
sequences of snapshots. That is, f(x) = y if and only if every real z coding
a well-ordered settled sequence of snapshots according to p on input x shows
the output as y. Thus the graph of f is also Π12, and therefore ∆
1
2, as desired.2
It follows, of course, that every co-semi-decidable set is also ∆12. Later
we will show, using the halting problem for infinite time computations, that
there are semi-decidable sets which are not decidable, and therefore also
co-semi-decidable sets which are not semi-decidable. Therefore, the semi-
decidable sets form a proper subclass of the ∆12 sets, as illustrated in the
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diagram below.
In the later sections we will show how the jump operators actually stratify
the class of ∆12 sets. For now, let us exactly identify the classes of sets which
are decidable by algorithms which need to take relatively few limits.
Theorem 2.6 The arithmetic sets are exactly the sets which can be decided
by an algorithm using a bounded finite number of limits.
Proof: The inductive argument in Theorem 2.1 essentially shows that a Σ0n
set can be decided by an algorithm using at most n limits. For the converse
direction, let us define the notation ϕp,α(x) to mean the snapshot of the com-
putation of ϕp(x) after exactly α many steps of computation. We claim that
the relation “s is an initial segment of ϕp,ωn(x),” that is, s ⊂ ϕp,ωn(x), is
arithmetic. Certainly this is true when n = 0. Now consider n+1. Let p′ be
the program which does the same thing when starting that p does at a limit
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stage (thus, for example, p′ could simply at the first step change to the limit
state, and thereafter mimic p). The only way there can be a 0 on a cell of the
tape in the limit ω(n+ 1) is when the configuration is set up at stage ωn so
that the cell in question will be 0 from some point on. Thus, s ⊂ ϕp,ω(n+1)(x)
if and only if for every i < ℓ(s) which corresponds to the value in a cell,
s(i) = 0←→∃N ∀m>N ∀t [t ⊂ ϕp,ωn(x)∧ ℓ(t) > m −→ ϕp′,m(t)(i) = 0]. The
very last clause is equivalent to ϕp,ωn+m(x)(i) = 0, because of the definition
of p′ and the assumption on t. Thus, the relation is arithmetic at ω(n + 1),
and the claim is proved. The theorem follows, since if A is decided always in
n limits by program p, then x ∈ A if and only if 〈1〉 ⊂ ϕp,ωn(x), and so A is
arithmetic. 2
Theorem 2.7 The hyperarithmetic sets, the ∆11 sets, are exactly the sets
which can be decided in some bounded recursive ordinal length of time.
Proof: Suppose that A is decidable by program p, and the computation
ϕp(x) always halts before the recursive ordinal α. We want to prove that A
is ∆11. The ordinal α is coded by some recursive relation ⊳ on ω, coded by the
real y. Thus, x ∈ A if and only if there is a sequence of snapshots of length
at most α according to p on input x which shows the computation to halt
with output 1. This is a Σ11 property, since whether a real codes a sequence
of length at most α is equivalent to whether there is an order isomorphism
from the given relation to an initial segment of the relation coded by y, and
y itself is recursive. Thus, A is Σ11. We also know, however, that x ∈ A if
and only if every real which codes a sequence of snapshots according to p on
input x which is well-founded at least to α, shows the computation to halt
with output 1. This shows that A is Π11, and so A is ∆
1
1, as desired.
Conversely, suppose that A is ∆11. We want to show that A is infinite time
decidable by an algorithm taking some bounded recursive length of time. Ev-
ery hyperarithmetic set has a recursive Borel code, a recursive well-founded
tree where each node is labeled with instructions for building the set from the
earlier nodes by taking unions, intersections, or complements, and the mini-
mal nodes are labeled with basic open sets (the whole set A being represented
by the top node). Consider the algorithm which, on input x, systematically
works through this tree and keeps track of whether x is in or out of the set
coded by each particular node. Thus, for example, the algorithm determines
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whether x is in each of the open sets at the bottom of the tree, and if a
node is labeled with intersection, then the algorithm determines whether x
is in the set represented by that particular node by checking whether it has
already said that x is in each of the sets represented by the earlier nodes.
The top node represents A, and so this algorithm will decide whether x is in
A or not. Furthermore, since the tree is recursive, the height of the tree is
recursive, and so this algorithm will take a bounded recursive length of time
to determine the final answer. If the nodes are handled according to their
rank in the tree, since it takes ω many steps to handle each node, the whole
algorithm will take ρω many steps, where ρ is the rank of the tree. Since the
tree is recursive, this is a recursive ordinal. 2
Let us conclude this section by proving that two results from classical
recursion theory hold also for infinite time Turing machines.
The s-m-n Theorem 2.8 There is a primitive recursive function s defined
on the natural numbers such that ϕp(~k, ~x) = ϕs(p,~k)(~x).
Proof: The classical proof works in this context just as well. One needs
only to check that there is a simple uniform procedure to convert a program
p which computes a function of arity m + n into a program s(p,~k) which
computes the same function with the first m arguments fixed as ~k, thereby
computing a function of arity n. 2
The Recursion Theorem 2.9 For any infinite time computable total func-
tion f : N → N, there is a program p such that ϕp = ϕf(p).
Proof: The classical proof works also for this theorem. Fix the func-
tion f . Let r be the program which computes the function ϕr(q, x) =
ϕf(s(q,q))(x). Let p = s(r, r), and observe that ϕp(x) = ϕs(r,r)(x) = ϕr(r, x) =
ϕf(s(r,r))(x) = ϕf(p)(x), as desired. 2
So that the reader does not think that all the classical arguments will
easily generalize, let us just mention that in the supertask context there are
noncomputable functions whose graphs are semi-decidable. Indeed, there
is a total constant function which is not computable, but whose graph is
nevertheless decidable! This will be proved at the end of section four.
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3 Clockable Ordinals
The study of infinite time computations leads inexorably to the desire to
know exactly how long the computations take. And this leads to the notion
of clockable ordinals. An ordinal α is clockable when there is a program which
on input 0 halts in exactly αmany steps of computation. That is, the αth step
of computation is the act of changing to the halt state. Any natural number
n, for example, is clockable—one simply uses a machine which counts through
n states before halting. The ordinal ω is also clockable, since a machine can
be programmed, for example, to move the head always to the right, until a
limit state is obtained, and then halt. It is not difficult to prove that if α is
clockable, then so are α + 1 and α + ω. These simple ideas show that every
ordinal up to ω2 is clockable, and moreover, if α is clockable, then so is α+β
for any β < ω2. Let us now complete the warm-up for this section by proving
that ω2 itself is also clockable. Since ω2 is the first ordinal which is a limit
of limit ordinals, we will simply design a machine which can recognize such
compound limits. At each limit stage, let the machine flash a flag on and
then off again, and then simply wait for the next limit stage. The stage ω2
will be the first time that the machine is in a limit state and sees that the
flag is on. (of course, one needs to put this flag, signaling that we are done,
on the very first cell of the tape, in order that the machine will not need
extra steps after ω2). Direct the machine to halt when this occurs. Thus, ω2
is clockable. The reader may enjoy writing programs to halt at ω3 or ωω
2+5.
The next theorem shows that clockable ordinals are plentiful.
Recursive Clocks Theorem 3.1 Every recursive ordinal is clockable.
Proof: Suppose that α is a recursive ordinal which we would like to show
is clockable. By the remarks of the previous paragraph, we may assume
that α is a compound limit ordinal, since any ordinal above ω2 is the sum
of a compound limit ordinal with an ordinal below ω2. We will describe a
supertask algorithm which will halt in exactly α many steps. We will do this
by first describing an algorithm which may overshoot α, and then making
various improvements to ensure that we halt right at α.
Since α is recursive, there is a Turing machine which can enumerate a real
x coding a relation on ω with order type α. Therefore, there is a machine
which can write x on the tape in ω many steps. By using every other cell of
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the scratch tape, or some such contrivance, we may assume that there is still
plenty of room for further computation without overwriting this real x. Now
we will gradually erase elements from the field of the relation coded by x,
using the same idea as in the Count-Through Theorem 2.2. In ω many steps,
we can find the particular natural number n which is the least element in
the relation coded by x, and then, in another ω many steps, we can erase all
mention of this element from the field of the relation. Systematically iterating
this, we will successively erase the least element from the relation until there
is nothing left in the relation. Then, with one further ω limit, we will know,
while futilely searching for the ‘next’ least element, that the relation is now
empty, and we will halt. This algorithm will take ω + (ω + ω)α + ω many
steps, since we had the first ω many steps to write the original real, and then
for each element of the field of that relation, of which there are α many, we
had ω many steps to find that it was the least element, and another ω many
steps to erase it from the field of the relation. And then we had ω many steps
on top to discover that we were actually done (one needs to put the most
important flag, signaling that we are done, on the very first cell of the tape,
in order that the machine will not need extra steps after that last limit).
Let us now improve the algorithm and reduce the number of steps re-
quired. First, we can combine the initial writing of the relation with the
searching for the least element of the relation, and perform these functions
simultaneously in the first ω limit. This produces an algorithm which halts
after (ω + ω)α + ω many steps. Second, we can combine the operation of
searching for the next least element and erasing mention of the previous least
element into one ω limit, by performing them simultaneously. This produces
an algorithm which halts after ωα+ω many steps. Now, we will do infinitely
many things simultaneously. Rather than searching merely for the least el-
ement of the relation, we will search for the least ω many elements of the
relation. This can be done by systematically searching through the relation,
and writing all the natural numbers from the field which have been encoun-
tered so far on the scratch tape in their order with respect to the relation.
Since the relation is a well order, the initial segments of these guesses will
eventually stabilize to the least ω many elements of the relation, and so in
the limit we will have written the least ω many elements of the order, the
others having been ‘pushed off to infinity’, so to say. Thus, in one ω limit we
can simultaneously guess the next ω least elements of the order, even while
we are erasing the previous least ω many elements from the order. This
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produces an algorithm which will halt after α + ω many steps. Remember,
the ω on top is the result of not being able to recognize in a limit that we
have actually erased everything from the field of the relation. But the fol-
lowing contrivance will allow us to recognize in a limit that the field of the
relation has already been erased. At any point in our algorithm, the real
coding the relation has some smallest pair 〈n, k〉 (in the natural ordering of
N) which has not been erased. Every time we erase what is at that time the
smallest pair, let the machine flash a flag on and then off again on the very
first cell. In a limit, if there is still something in the field, then there will
be a smallest thing in the field which survived through the limit, and so this
flag will be 0. If in a limit the field of the relation is empty, then infinitely
often the smallest element was erased, and so this flag will be 1. Thus, we
need not go searching for any elements of the field, since by checking this
flag the algorithm can know if there are any elements left in the field. With
this additional procedure, the algorithm will halt in exactly α many steps.
The ordinal α, therefore, is clockable. 2
Thus the clockable ordinals extend at least up to ωCK1 , the supremum of
the recursive ordinals. The next theorem shows, however, that they extend
even further than this.
Theorem 3.2 The ordinal ωCK1 + ω is clockable.
Proof: By [Fef & Spc] there is an r.e. relation coding a linear order whose
well-founded part is exactly ωCK1 . Consider the algorithm which in the first
ω many steps writes this relation on the scratch tape, and then begins count-
ing through it using the algorithm of the previous theorem. At stage ωCK1 ,
the well-founded part of the relation has been completely erased. Thus, in
another ω many steps, the machine will discover that there is no next least
element. The algorithm therefore can halt at stage ωCK1 + ω. 2
We invite the reader to ponder the curious question whether the ordinal
ωCK1 itself is clockable; this we will answer later. For now, however, we
hope to tease the reader by refusing to state whether the Gap Existence
Theorem, following the Speed-up Lemma, hints at the answer to this question
or distracts one from it.
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Speed-up Lemma 3.3 If α + n is clockable for some natural number n,
then α is clockable.
Proof: Certainly the converse holds; by adding extra states one can always
make a computation take a certain finite number of steps longer. The hard
part is to make a computation shorter. So, suppose that α + n is clockable
by the program p. By the previous remarks we may assume that α is a limit
ordinal. Consider the operation of p on input 0. At stage α, the first n cells
of the tapes are set up in such a way, say ~a, that the machine will halt in
exactly n additional steps. What we will do is design a program which will
be able to foresee that the first n cells are like that. And this is how. We will
simulate the operation of p on input 0 on every other cell of the scratch tape
in such a way that ω many steps of actual computation will simulate ω many
steps of computation. In the remaining space, we will flash a master flag, on
the first cell, every time one of the first n simulated cells is not 0 when the
corresponding cell in ~a is 0. Thus, in a limit, the master flag is 0 only when
the first simulated cells have 0s where ~a has 0s. Secondly, every time each
of the first n simulated cells has gotten a 1, when the corresponding cell in
~a has a 1, we flash a secondary flag (i.e. we flash the flag after all of the
cells have done it since the last flash). Thus, in a limit, the secondary flag
is 1 when all of the first cells have a 1 which should have a 1 according to
~a. Thus, in a limit, the first n cells are set up to make the simulation halt
when the master flag is off, and the secondary flag is on. And this can be
checked right at the limit, since the head is actually looking at three cells at
once—one on each of the tapes. So α is clockable. 2
Any child who can count to 89 can also count to 63; counting to a smaller
number is generally considered to be easier. Could this fail for infinite time
Turing machines? Could there be gaps in the clockable ordinals—ordinals to
which infinite time machines cannot count, though they can count higher?
The answer, surprisingly, is Yes.
Gap Existence Theorem 3.4 There are gaps in the clockable ordinals. In
fact, the first gap above any clockable ordinal has size ω.
Proof: Suppose α is clockable and β is the least non-clockable ordinal above
α. The ordinal β must be a limit ordinal, and, by the Speed-up Lemma 3.3,
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there are no clockable ordinals between β and β + ω. Let us now show that
β+ω is clockable. This will imply that the first gap beyond α has size ω. In
order to halt at β + ω, our basic strategy will be to recognize β as the least
stage beyond α at which no infinite time algorithm halts. This recognition
will take an extra ω many steps, and so β+ω will be clockable. Consider the
algorithm which simulates the computations of ϕp(0) for every program p.
That is, by the contrivance of thinking of the scratch tape and output tape
as divided into ω many scratch tapes and output tapes, we will simulate,
for every program p, the computation of p on input 0. By setting things
up properly, we can arrange that for every ω steps of our computation, ω
many steps are performed in each of the simulated computations. Since α is
clockable, one of these simulations, for some fixed program p0, takes α many
steps. After waiting for this program to halt in the simulation, our algorithm
will keep careful track of when the simulated programs halt. When a stage is
found for which none of the simulations halt, then we have found β and we
halt. Of course, it took us an extra ω many steps to recognize that none of
the simulated computations halted at that stage, so our computation takes
β + ω many steps. Thus, β + ω is clockable. 2
These gaps are a bit mysterious. The following lemmas reveal a little of
their structure.
Big Gaps Theorem 3.5 The gaps in the clockable ordinals become large.
Indeed, for every clockable ordinal α, there are gaps of size at least α in the
clockable ordinals.
Proof: Assume without loss of generality that α is a limit ordinal. What we
need to prove is that there are limit ordinals β such that no ordinal between
β and β+α is clockable, though there are ordinals beyond this that are clock-
able. And this is how we will do it. Consider the algorithm which searches
for a gap of size α. It does this by simulating every program p on input 0
and keeping track of which programs have halted. Whenever it finds a stage
at which none of the programs have halted, it starts clocking α on the side.
For each step of the simulation, it runs one step of the α-clock, and pays
attention to determine whether the clock or the gap runs out first. If the gap
runs out first, then the clock is reset, and the machine searches for the next
gap. If the α-clock runs out first, revealing a gap of size α, then the machine
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halts. If there are no gaps of size α, then this machine will run through all
the clockable ordinals, until it finds the first α many non-clockable ordinals
above all of the clockable ordinals, and then halts. This is a contradiction
since it produces a clockable ordinal above all the clockable ordinals. Hence,
gaps of size α must exist lower down. 2
Many Gaps Theorem 3.6 There are many gaps in the clockable ordinals.
Indeed, if α is a writable ordinal, then there are at least α many gaps of
size at least α in the clockable ordinals. Moreover, if α is either clockable or
writable, then the exact ordinal number of gaps of size at least α is neither
clockable nor writable.
Proof: We may again assume that α is a limit ordinal. Recall that a writable
ordinal is one which is the order type of a relation coded by a writable real.
The key idea of this argument is that clockable and writable ordinals both
provide a sort of clock by which to measure the length of time elapsed during
a simulated computation. That is, we can keep track of how long a simulation
takes either by counting through a relation coding α, in the case that α is
writable, or by performing one additional step of computation in an α-clock,
in the case that α is clockable. So, suppose now that α is either clockable or
writable, and that the exact number of gaps of size at least α is β, where β
is either clockable or writable. Consider the algorithm which simulates the
computation of all programs p on input 0, searching for gaps. Each time it
finds a gap, it counts, using the α-clock, to see if the gap has size at least
α. If so, then the algorithm counts once on the β-clock. When the β-clock
runs out, then all the gaps have been counted through (and consequently the
algorithm has computed beyond every clockable ordinal). By halting when
this occurs, the algorithm halts beyond all the clockable ordinals, a contra-
diction. Thus, β must be neither clockable nor writable. 2
No Gaps Theorem 3.7 There are no gaps in the writable ordinals.
Proof: Suppose α is a writable ordinal. Thus, there is a program p which
on input 0 writes a real x coding a relation ≺x with order-type α. If β < α,
then there is some natural number n which is the βth element of the order
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≺x. We can now direct a machine to first write x on the tape, and then
delete from the field of the relation every element which is not below n with
respect to ≺x. After this, the machine has written ≺x ↾ n, which has order
type β, and so β is writable. 2
Before proving the next theorem, let us define a real x to be accidentally
writable when it appears on one of the tapes during a computation, but not
necessarily as the output of a computation. Similarly, a real x is eventually
writable when there is a nonhalting infinite time computation, on input 0,
which eventually writes x on the output tape; that is, beyond some stage, the
real appearing on the output tape is x. Thus, it is clear that every writable
real is eventually writable, and every eventually writable real is accidentally
writable.
Order-type Theorem 3.8 The classes of clockable and writable ordinals
have the same order-type. And this order-type is equal to the supremum of
the writable ordinals, which is neither clockable nor writable, though it is
eventually writable.
Proof: First we will show that if β is clockable, then the order-type of the
clockable ordinals up to β is writable. We will design a supertask algorithm
which will write the relation in which p is less than q when p halts before q
on input 0 and both halt in less than β many steps. Actually, this relation
is a pre-wellorder—two programs are equivalent when they halt at the same
stage—and so we actually want to include into the field of the relation only
the least element of each equivalence class. This produces a relation ⊳ whose
order-type is the same as the order-type of the clockable ordinals below β.
To write the relation ⊳, we simply simulate the operation of all programs on
input 0, while simultaneously running a clock for β. In each block of ω many
steps of computation we simulate one step of computation for each of the
programs. At the beginning and also after each limit stage, we also compute
one step of the β-clock. By keeping careful track of which programs have
halted, we can gradually write the relation ⊳ on the output tape. Thus, if
program p halts, and then q halts, but the β-clock is still running, then we
will ensure that p ⊳ q on the output tape (while making sure to include only
the least element of each equivalence class in the field). When the β clock
halts, then we halt, and we have written ⊳, as desired. It follows from this
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that the order-type of the writable ordinals is at least that of the clockable
ordinals.
Now we must show the converse. For the remainder of the paper, let
λ be the supremum of the writable ordinals. Since there are no gaps in the
writable ordinals, λ is also the least non-writable ordinal. We must show that
there are at least λ many clockable ordinals. For this, it suffices to show that
whenever α is writable, then there are at least α many clockable ordinals.
Consider the algorithm which first writes a real coding α on the tape, and
then begins counting through α, gradually erasing the field of the relation in
order. For each natural number n, we could design a program which halts
when n is the least element of the field of the relation. That is, for each n,
we could arrange for a machine pn to halt when it has erased the relation up
to n. With different values of n, these programs will halt at different times,
and the order-type of their various halting times will be α. So there are at
least α many clockable ordinals, and the first part of the theorem is proved.
For the second part, we have already mentioned that λ is not writable.
Suppose it were clockable. Then we could simulate all the programs p on
input 0, keeping track of which computations have halted. Every time we
find a stage at which one of the computations halts, we run one step of the
computation which clocks λ. When the clock runs out, we halt. Since there
are exactly λ many clockable ordinals, this algorithm will halt beyond all the
clockable ordinals, a contradiction.
It remains only to show that λ is eventually writable. But this is easy. As
in the argument above, define that p⊳q when ϕp(0) halts before ϕq(0), where
again we include only the least program from each equivalence class of all
programs halting at the same time. This relation is eventually writable by
the algorithm which simply simulates all computations ϕp(0), and outputs
Yes whenever it determines that one program halts before another. Since
this relation has order-type λ, we have proved that λ is eventually writable.
2
Let us now prove a few closure theorems for the clockable ordinals.
Theorem 3.9 If α and β are clockable, so are α + β and α · β.
Proof: For addition, it suffices to consider only the case when β is at least
ω2. This will allow us to be a bit sloppy. Consider the supertask in which
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we first clock α, and then erase the tape completely, and then clock β. This
takes α + ω + β many steps, but by our assumption on β it follows that
ω + β = β, and consequently our algorithm took α + β many steps.
The basic idea for ordinal multiplication is that we can clock through β,
and for each tick of that clock, we clock α. This will take α ·β many steps.2
We can also handle large sums of clockable ordinals, of the form Σαp,
where the sum is taken over a computable set of programs p, each of which
clocks the corresponding ordinal αp. That is, if there is some writable real x
such that the sum only includes the programs p such that x(p) = 1, we refer
to the sum Σαp as a computable sum.
Theorem 3.10 The supremum of the clockable ordinals is closed under in-
finite time computable addition. In this sense, it is supertask inaccessible.
Proof: For the remainder of the paper, let γ be the supremum of the clock-
able ordinals. Suppose x is a writable real coding a sequence of programs p
which clock some ordinals αp. The intended sum is Σx(p)=1αp. Consider the
supertask algorithm which first writes x and then runs in turn each program
p such that x(p) = 1, and then halts. This algorithm takes at least Σx(p)=1αp
many steps, so γ is closed under computable addition. 2
The next theorem shows that there are long stretches of clockable ordinals
without any gaps.
Gapless Blocks Theorem 3.11 There are large gapless blocks of clockable
ordinals. Indeed, if α is writable in δ many steps, then δ+ β is clockable for
any β ≤ α.
Proof: Suppose α is writable, so that there is a program which writes a
real x coding a relation with order-type α, in δ many steps. Now suppose
β ≤ α. It suffices to treat the case when β is a limit ordinal. There must
be some natural number n which is the βth element in the relation coded
by x. Consider the algorithm which first writes x, and then counts through
the relation coded by x, ignoring (and erasing) any part of the field of the
relation at n or above. This will take an additional β many steps. By the
technique of the Recursive Clocks Theorem 3.1, the algorithm can recognize
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in a limit that the relation has already been completely erased. Thus, δ + β
is clockable. 2
Theorem 3.12 If α is either clockable or writable, then the set of reals cod-
ing well orders of length less than α is decidable.
Proof: Given an input x, we count through it, using the algorithm of The-
orem 2.2, while at the same time counting through α, either with a clock, or
else by first writing a real coding α and gradually erasing elements from the
field, depending on whether α is clockable or writable. By paying attention
to which computation runs out first, we can know if the given real codes a
well order with length less than α. 2
The following basic question remains open. At the end of the paper we
will identify necessary and sufficient conditions for an affirmative answer.
Question 3.13 Is every clockable ordinal writable?
4 The Infinite Time Halting Problems
The halting problem, ubiquitous in classical computability theory, has an
infinite time analog which we will analyze in this section. Officially, we
define the halting problems as the sets H = { (p, x) | p halts on input x },
and, the light-face version, h = { p | p halts on input 0 }. We will see later
that, unlike their classical analogs, these two sets are not equivalent.
Halting Problem Theorem 4.1 The halting problems h and H are semi-
decidable but not decidable.
Proof: Clearly the halting problems are semi-decidable: to determine if
ϕp(x) halts, one simply simulates the computation, and if it ever does halt,
output Yes; otherwise keep simulating. So both h and H are semi-decidable.
Let us now prove that they are not decidable. Suppose the halting
problem H was decided by the infinite time computable function r. Thus,
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r(p, x) = 1 when ϕp(x)↓, and otherwise r(p, x) = 0. Let q be the program
which computes the following function:
ϕq(p) =
{
↑ r(p,p)=1
1 r(p,p)=0
Now simply observe that q halts on input q iff q does not halt on input q, a
contradiction. So H is not decidable.
To see that h is not decidable, we will use the Recursion Theorem. Sup-
pose h was decided by some computable function r. By the Recursion The-
orem 2.9, there is a program q such that
ϕq(n) =
{
↑ r(q)=1
1 r(q)=0
Thus, taking n = 0, we see that the program q halts on input 0 exactly when
the program q does not halt on input 0, a contradiction. 2
We will sometimes want to refer to approximations to the halting problem,
and so we define Hα = { (p, x) | p halts on input x in fewer than α steps },
and hα = { p | p halts on input 0 in fewer than α steps }. It is clear from the
definition that if α < β then Hα ⊆ Hβ. What is more, as we will now prove,
this inclusion is strict.
Possible Lengths Theorem 4.2 Infinite time computations come in all
possible lengths. Indeed, there is a single program which, on various in-
put, performs a halting computation taking any specified non-zero countable
ordinal length of time.
Proof: Consider the following supertask algorithm. On input x, if the first
digit of x is 1, then the algorithm searches for the next 1 and halts upon
finding it. That will take care of computations of non-zero finite length.
Now, if the first digit of x is 0, and the second digit is 1, then the remaining
input is interpreted as a limit ordinal to be counted through according to the
algorithm of Theorem 3.1. That will take care of the computations of limit
ordinal length. Finally, if the first two digits of x are both 0, then the next
1 is searched for and then moved two spaces to the left, while what comes
after is interpreted as coding a relation to be counted through according to
the algorithm of Theorem 3.1 (leaving that first 1 in place). After this, the
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algorithm counts through the empty space until it finds again that first 1
and then halts. For any limit ordinal β and any natural number n, this kind
of input can be arranged to take exactly β+n many steps. Thus, on various
input, this program computes for any desired non-zero length of time. 2
Corollary 4.3 If α < β then Hα is a proper subset of Hβ.
Theorem 4.4 For any limit ordinal α, neither Hα nor hα is α-decidable.
But if α is clockable, then both Hα and hα are α-semi-decidable and (α+1)-
decidable.
Proof: For the first part of this theorem, simply observe that if the function
r in the Halting Problem Theorem 4.1 is computable in fewer than α many
steps, so is the function computed by the program q which we defined there.
So the contradiction of that argument goes through.
For the second part, assume that α is a clockable limit ordinal, and con-
sider the algorithm which, on input (p, x) runs p on input x, while at the
same time running a program which clocks α. If p halts on x before α is
clocked, our machine halts with output 1. This occurs before α. Otherwise,
our machine never halts. Thus, Hα is α-semi-decidable. It follows that hα is
also α-semi-decidable.
Lastly, consider the algorithm which operates as in the above paragraph,
except that if the α-clock halts, this machine halts with an output of 0. The
program can be arranged so as to recognize that the α-clock has halted in
the αth step, thus deciding Hα, and also hα, in fewer than α+1 many steps.2
Theorem 4.5 If α is writable or clockable, then Hα and hα are decidable.
Proof: The previous argument handles the case when α is clockable. So
assume now that α is writable, and consider the machine which, upon input
(p, x), writes a code for α on the output tape, and then simulates p on input
x, erasing an element from the coding of α after each step in the program.
If p halts on x while there is still a non-empty well-order coded, our machine
halts with a 1. Otherwise, if the well-order is completely erased, our machine
halts with a 0. This clearly allows the machine to decide membership in Hα.
It follows that hα is also decidable. 2
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Theorem 4.6 The set hα is decidable for every α below the supremum of
the clockable ordinals.
Proof: Suppose α < β, where β is the least clockable ordinal above α.
Since no computations on input 0 can halt between α and β, it follows that
hα = hβ. And we know hβ is decidable by the previous theorem. 2
Theorem 4.7 Let γ is the supremum of the clockable ordinals; then Hγ is
semi-decidable but not decidable.
Proof: Clearly Hγ is semi-decidable, since on input (p, x), one simulates
the program p on input x, while searching for a clockable ordinal which is
larger. That is, while simulating ϕp(x), the program also simulates ϕq(0) for
all programs q, and pays attention to when the simulations halt. If one of
the computations ϕq(0) halts after the computation ϕp(x), then, and only
then, may it be concluded that (p, x) is in Hγ. So Hγ is semi-decidable. It
cannot be decidable, because h = hγ appears as its 0
th slice. 2
We foreshadowed the next few theorems at the end of the second section.
If A is a subset of the plane R × R, then the slices of A are the sets Ay =
{ z | (y, z) ∈ A }. Recall that a settled snapshot sequence for ϕp(x) is a real
that codes a well-ordered sequence of snapshots of the computation of ϕp(x)
whose last snapshot is either a halting snapshot or else is the first repeating
snapshot (in the strong sense explained just after Theorem 1.1).
No Uniformization Theorem 4.8 There is a decidable subset of the plane
R×R, all of whose slices are nonempty, which does not contain the graph of
any computable total function.
Proof: The following set will do:
A = { (〈p, x〉 , z) | z codes a settled snapshot sequence for ϕp(x) }.
With a suitable pairing function, we may assume every real has the form
〈p, x〉, and, since every computation ϕp(x) has a settled snapshot sequence,
every slice of A is non-empty. The set A is certainly decidable, since to
verify that a proposed real does really code a settled computation sequence
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is very easy; the machine must merely check that the successor steps of the
computation are modeled correctly, and that the limit steps are computed
correctly from the earlier snapshots, and that the last snapshot is either in a
halting state or is the first time that the snapshots repeat. But there can be
no computable function f such that f(〈p, x〉) always gives a settled snapshot
sequence for ϕp(x), since such a function could be easily used to decide H :
one would simply compute f(〈p, x〉) and observe if the last snapshot was in
a halt state. 2
We should mention that if a decidable subset A of the plane has an
accidentally writable real in each section, or indeed, merely has for every real
y an accidentally y-writable real in the section Ay, then A will contain the
graph of a computable function. On input y, simply search for an accidentally
y-writable real z such that (y, z) ∈ A. Such a real will eventually be found,
and so this algorithm gives a computable total function uniformizing A. This
shows that some computations ϕp(x) cannot have even accidentally writable
settled snapshot sequences.
Like the previous theorem, the next identifies a surprising divergence from
the classical theory. The real c in the theorem is like a forgotten melody that
you cannot produce on your own but which you can recognize when someone
sings it to you.
Lost Melody Theorem 4.9 There is a real, c, such that { c } is decidable,
but c is not writable. Consequently, there is a constant, total function which
is not computable, but whose graph is nevertheless decidable: f(x) = c.
Proof: The repeat-point of a computation is the ordinal stage by which it
either halts or repeats. Let δ be the supremum of the repeat-points of the
computations of the form ϕp(0). Thus, δ is a countable ordinal in L. Conse-
quently, by a simple bootstrap argument, there is some smallest β ≥ δ such
that Lβ+1 |= β is countable (one can take β = sup βn where β0 = δ and βn
is countable first in Lβn+1). Thus, since Lβ+1 has a canonical well-ordering,
there is some real c ∈ Lβ+1 which is least with respect to the canonical L
order, such that c codes β. This is our real c. First, we will argue that c is
not writable. Indeed, it is not even accidentally writable. If it were, then we
could solve the halting problem h by searching for an accidentally writable
real that codes an ordinal large enough to see the repeat-point of the com-
putation in question. Since c codes β, which is as large as δ, the real c is
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large enough, and so our algorithm will succeed. This contradicts the fact
that h is not decidable. Second, we will argue that { c } is decidable. Given
a real z, we must decide if z = c or not. First, we can determine whether z
codes an ordinal or not. Suppose that z codes α. Next, we can determine
whether this ordinal is larger than δ by simulating every computation ϕp(0)
along the order given by z, and determining if we reach the repeat-point be-
fore running out of room. Now comes the complicated part. A hereditarily
countable set a may be coded with a real by first computing the transitive
closure of {a}, and then, since this is countable, by finding a relation E on
ω such that 〈tc({a}),∈〉 ∼= 〈ω,E〉. We can then code the relation E with a
real in the usual manner (this coding technique is used extensively in section
8). This way of coding sets with reals works well with infinite time Turing
machines. In particular, whether a real is a code is a Π11 property; whether
two codes code the same set is a Σ11 property, as is whether one code codes a
set which is an element of the set coded by another code. These elementary
properties are therefore infinite time decidable. Indeed, the truth of any ∆0
set-theoretic property is decidable in the codes. Now, using the real z which
codes α to organize our construction, we can write a code for the set Lα+1 by
mimicking the construction of the L hierarchy along the well order given by
z. That is, we first use z to reserve infinitely much room for each β < α, and
given the code for Lβ we then write down, from the definition, the code for
Lβ+1 in the space we had reserved. At limit stages, we simply write down the
code for the union of sets whose codes we have already written down. Using
the code for Lα+1 that we have thus produced, we can check whether z really
is the least code in Lα+1 for α. And we can check whether α really is the least
ordinal above δ such that α is countable in Lα+1 (i.e. that α is β). If z passes
all of these tests, then z must be c, otherwise it is not. So { c } is decidable.
It follows, for the second part of the theorem, that the set { (x, y) | y = c } is
decidable; this is the graph of the constant, total function f(x) = c. Thus,
the graph of f is decidable, but, since c is not writable, f is not computable.2
We know how to code ordinals with reals. The previous proof, however,
shows how to associate a unique such code to the ordinals which are countable
in L. Namely, given any ordinal α which is countable in L, let β be the least
ordinal above α such that Lβ+1 knows that β is countable, and let x be the
least real, in the L order, which codes β. The ordinal α is the nth element
in the order given by x, for some n, and so α may be coded with the pair
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〈x, n〉. This code is unique since α determines β, which determines x, and
then x and α determine n. Furthermore, the set of such codes, as we proved
in the theorem, is a decidable set.
5 Oracles
Since infinite time Turing machines naturally compute functions on the reals,
we are pushed towards two distinct kinds of oracles: individual reals and sets
of reals. An individual real x can be used as an oracle much as it is in the
Turing machine context, by adding a special oracle tape on which x is written
out. This amounts, in effect, to having another input tape and using x as
an additional argument. Nevertheless, to highlight the oracle nature of the
computations, if p is a program using an oracle tape, then we will denote by
ϕxp the resulting function which uses the real x as an oracle. We refer to such
functions as the infinite time x-computable functions.
Oracles, though, are properly the same type of object as decidable or
semi-decidable sets; in the context of infinite time computations, this means
that we want somehow to use a set of reals A as an oracle. Clearly we cannot
expect always to be able to write such an object out on a tape; but somehow
we want the machine to be able to ask membership queries of A. Thus, we
propose to add a special oracle tape, initially filled with zeros at the beginning
of a computation, and to allow the machine during a computation to write
on this tape and then, during a computation, by switching to a special oracle
query state, to receive the answer Yes or No, on the cell beneath the head,
accordingly as the real on the oracle tape is in A or not. Thus, a machine
with oracle A is allowed to know if y is a member of A, for any y which it
is able to write on the oracle tape. The machine can make as many such
queries as it likes. We believe that this notion of oracle for sets of reals is
natural and robust, resembling as it does the notion of constructibility from
a predicate, as in the definition of L[A]. We can denote as usual by ϕAp (x)
the resulting function computed by program p with oracle A on input x, and
we refer to such functions as the infinite time A-computable functions, or,
normally, just as the A-computable functions. If x is a real, i.e. if x ∈ 2ω,
let Ax = { (x ↾ n) ˆ 〈0, 0, . . .〉 | n ∈ ω } be the corresponding set oracle of
finite approximations to x, concatenated with zeros. It is easy to see that a
function is x-computable iff it is Ax-computable, because with the real oracle
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x we can decide membership in Ax, and with the set oracle Ax, we can write
x on the tape. In this way real oracles can be thought of as a special case
of set oracles. (Notice that, in view of the Lost Melody Theorem 4.9, being
x-computable and being {x}-computable are very different things. In the
former, we can see x written out on the tape; in the latter, we are allowed
only to know Yes or No whether any real we can produce is equal to x. But
if x is hard to produce, this is not helpful, since the answer will most likely
be No. Indeed, this is the key significance of the Lost Melody Theorem 4.9.)
If A and B are two oracles, we will say that A is infinite time computable
fromB, written A ≤
∞
B, when the characteristic function ofA is infinite time
B-computable. This definition makes sense for both set and real oracles, if we
think of reals as subsets of ω. Since it is easy to verify that ≤
∞
is transitive
and reflexive, we also obtain the notion of infinite time degrees: A ≡
∞
B iff
A ≤
∞
B and B ≤
∞
A. This is an equivalence relation, and we denote the
equivalence classes by [A]∞. Thus, for a real x, we have that x ≡∞ Ax. We
will write A <
∞
B when A ≤
∞
B and A 6≡
∞
B. And of course we extend
the notions of infinite time semi-decidability, clockability, and writability to
the context of oracles in the obvious way, so that, for example, an ordinal α
is A-clockable when there is program using oracle A which halts on input 0
in exactly α many steps. Thus, a real x is A-writable if and only if Ax ≤∞ A
if and only if x ≤
∞
A. One last bit of notation: given two oracles A and B,
we write A ⊕ B to mean an oracle which codes, in some canonical manner,
the information contained in A and B. Thus, for example, A ⊕ B could be
the reals resulting from adding a 0 digit to the front of every real in A, and
a 1 to those in B. Clearly A⊕ B is the least upper bound of A and B with
respect to ≤
∞
.
We now define two jump operators, corresponding to the two halting
problems. Suppose that A is an oracle (either a set or a real oracle). The
strong jump of A, denoted by AH, is simply the halting problem relativized
to A. That is,
AH = HA = { (p, x) | ϕAp (x)↓ }.
Secondly, the weak jump of A is the set
A▽ = A⊕ hA = A⊕ { p | ϕAp (0)↓ }.
It may seem odd that we explicitly include the factor A into A▽, but the
fact is that some sets of reals A are sufficiently complex that they are not
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computable from any real; in particular, such sets A are not computable
from hA alone. Since we definitely want A▽ to compute A, we are led to
the definition above. When A is a real, then it is not difficult to see that
A▽ ≡
∞
hA, and consequently in this case we don’t need to explicitly include
A. Up to equivalence, 0▽ is just h, and 0H is H . It is easy to see that any
A-semi-decidable set is computable from AH, and any A-semi-decidable real
is computable from A▽.
Jump Theorem 5.1 A <
∞
A▽ <
∞
AH.
Proof: It is easy to see that A ≤
∞
A▽ ≤
∞
AH, since A▽ explicitly computes
A, and hA appears as the 0th slice of AH. What remains is to prove the
strict relations. The first argument is merely a relativization of Theorem
4.1. Relativizing that proof, we see that hA is not computable from A, and
therefore, A▽ is not computable from A, so A <
∞
A▽.
Let us now prove that A▽ <
∞
AH. If not, then there is some program q
which computes AH from A and z = hA. That is,
ϕA⊕zq (p, x) =
{
1, if ϕAp (x)↓;
0, if ϕAp (x)↑.
Let f(r) be the program which halts on input x, using oracle A, exactly
when ϕA⊕xq (r, x) = 0. Thus, by the recursion theorem, there is a program r
such that ϕAr (x)↓ exactly when ϕ
A⊕x
q (r, x) = 0. But a special case of this is
ϕAr (z)↓ ↔ ϕ
A⊕z
q (r, z) = 0, which contradicts the assumption on q. 2
The argument just given actually establishes the following corollary.
No Reals Corollary 5.2 The set AH is not computable from A⊕ z for any
real z. In particular, 0H is not computable from any real.
Absorption Theorem 5.3 A▽H ≡ AH. Indeed, for any ordinal α which is
AH-writable, A▽
(α)H = AH.
Proof: Let us prove the first equation first. Since A ≤
∞
A▽, it is clear that
AH ≤
∞
A▽H. It remains to show the converse relation. If p is a program, let
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f(p) be a program such that ϕAf(p)(x, y) = ϕ
A⊕y
p (x). We may assume that f
is computable. Now simply compute
(p, x) ∈ A▽H = (A⊕ hA)H←→ ϕA⊕h
A
p (x)↓
←→ϕAf(p)(x, h
A)↓←→ (f(p),
〈
x, hA
〉
) ∈ AH.
Thus, A▽H ≤
∞
AH, and we are done.
Now, consider the more complicated equation A▽
(α)H = AH, where α is
coded by some real z which is AH writable. We define the iterates A▽
(α)
with
respect to z by induction on α, so that A▽
(α)
= A⊕wα for some real wα. We
begin of course with w0 = 0, so that A
▽(0) = A⊕ 0. At successor stages, we
want
A▽
(β+1)
= (A▽
(β)
)▽ = (A⊕ wβ)⊕ h
A▽
(β)
,
and so we simply let wβ+1 = wβ ⊕ h
A▽
(β)
. At limit stages δ, we let wδ =
⊕β<δwβ, using the real z to organize the information. Now let us prove the
theorem by induction on α. Successor stages follow directly from the previous
paragraph, since
A▽
(β+1)H = A▽
(β)▽H = A▽
(β)H = AH,
where the first equality follows from the definition of A▽
(β+1)
, the second from
the previous absorption argument, and the third by the induction hypothe-
sis. Now suppose δ is a limit ordinal, and the result holds for every β < δ.
Since A▽
(δ)
= A ⊕ wδ, where wδ = ⊕β<δwβ (using the real z to organize
the information), it follows that wδ is computable from A
H since the wβ are
uniformly computable from AH. We are really just iterating the argument of
the previous paragraph along the order coded by the real z. So, to finish the
theorem, we just have to argue that (A⊕wδ)
H is computable from AH. To see
why this is so, let q be the program such that ϕAq (y, p, x) = ϕ
A⊕y
p (x). Thus,
(p, x) ∈ (A⊕ wδ)
H ↔ (q, 〈wδ, p, x〉) ∈ A
H. And with AH we can compute this
latter property, so the proof is complete. 2
The next theorem shows that the infinite time jump operators ▽ and H
jump much higher than the Turing jump, even when the Turing jump is
iterated an enormous number of times.
Jump Closure Theorem 5.4 Every infinite time degree is closed under
the Turing jump operator. Indeed, for any real x and any writable ordinal α,
the αth Turing jump of x is still infinite time equivalent to x.
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Proof: The Turing jump of a real x is defined to be x′ = { e ∈ N : { e }x(e)↓ },
where { e }x(e) denotes the Turing machine computation of program e on in-
put e with oracle x. The αth jump of x, relative to a real z coding a relation
on ω of length α, is the subset of the plane ω × ω whose (β + 1)th column is
the Turing jump of the βth column, and at limits a sum is taken using the
canonical order given by z. The point is that the Turing machine halting
problem is infinite time computable in ω many steps, and so an infinite time
machine can systematically compute the iterates of the Turing jumps by sim-
ply solving the Turing machine halting problem for the various oracles, and
using the coding of α by the real z to organize the information. 2
Theorem 5.5 For any oracle A, A▽ ≡
∞
HAγA , where γ
A is the supremum of
the A-clockable ordinals.
Proof: First, let us argue that HAγA ≤∞ A
▽. For this, consider the algorithm
which on input (p, x) first consults A▽ to find which programs r halt with
oracle A on input 0. Then, the algorithm simulates the computation ϕAr (0)
for all these r, at the same time simulating the computation ϕAp (x). The
computations ϕAr (0) act as a clock which will run out at γ
A. If the computa-
tion of ϕAp (x) finishes before all the clocks have run out, then (p, x) is in H
A
γA ,
and we output Yes. Otherwise, the clocks all run out first, and we output
No.
Second, we will argue that A▽ ≤
∞
HAγA. Certainly A is computable from
HAγA, by considering the algorithm which halts on elements of A and other-
wise does not halt (using A as an oracle). So it remains only to show that
hA is computable from HAγA. But this is clear, since a program p with oracle
A on input 0 will halt before γA if it halts at all, because the length of the
computation will be an A-clockable ordinal. So p ∈ hA ←→ (p, 0) ∈ HAγA .
Thus, both A and hA are computable from HAγA, and so A
▽ ≤
∞
HAγA, as
desired. 2
Theorem 5.6 ∆12 is closed under the jump operators ▽ and H.
Proof: We simply have to check that if A is ∆12, then so is A
H. But (p, x) is
in AH exactly when there is a real coding a well-ordered sequence of snapshots
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according to program p on input x with oracle A which shows the compu-
tation to halt. Let us say this in more detail: (p, x) is in AH exactly when
there is a real z which codes a well-ordered sequence of snapshots such that
first, the initial snapshot is the starting configuration of ϕAp (x); second, at
every step of this sequence either an ordinary computation was performed
by p to obtain the next snapshot, or, if z indicates that an oracle query
was made to which the answer z provided was Yes, then there is a real y
which is the real the query was made about, and this real is in A, or, if
z indicates that an oracle query was made to which the answer z provided
was No, then there is a real y which is the real that the query was made
about, and this real is not in A; third, the snapshots at limit stages are ob-
tained from the previous snapshots according to the lim sup rule; and fourth,
that the final snapshot shows the computation to have halted. Thus, AH is
Σ12. Similarly, (p, x) is in A
H exactly when every real coding a well-ordered
sequence of snapshots according to p on input x with oracle A which is set-
tled shows the computation to halt. This is Π12, and so A
H is ∆12, as desired.2
Let us now analyze the complexity of the infinite time degree relation.
Recall that x ≤
∞
y when x is infinite time computable from y.
Theorem 5.7 The relation x ≤
∞
y is semi-decidable but not decidable.
Proof: Notice that x ≤
∞
y exactly when there is a program p such that
ϕyp(0) = x. So we can simply try them all out. That is, on input x and y,
simultaneously, for each program p, simulate the computation of ϕyp(0), and,
when and if the simulations halt, check if the output is x. If so, output Yes.
This algorithm gives the affirmative answers to x ≤
∞
y, and therefore that
relation is infinite time semi-decidable.
Now let us argue that it is not decidable. First note that there are acci-
dentally writable reals that are not decidable, since 0▽ is such a real. Assume
towards a contradiction that ≤
∞
is decidable, and consider the following su-
pertask algorithm: for each program p simulate the computation of program
p on input 0, and after each step of the simulated computation, check if the
real on the simulated tape is decidable (this is possible by our assumption).
If a nondecidable real is found, then write it on the output tape and halt.
Since there are accidentally writable reals which are not decidable, this al-
gorithm will halt with a nondecidable real written on the tape. But this is a
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contradiction, since such a real cannot be writable. 2
For the next theorem, denote by λA the supremum of the A-writable
ordinals, which is also the order-type of the A-clockable ordinals. And, as
before, let γA be the supremum of the A-clockable ordinals.
Theorem 5.8 The ordinal λA is A▽-writable in γA many steps, and it is
eventually A-writable, but not A-writable. The eventually A-writable ordinals
are the same as the eventually A▽-writable ordinals.
Proof: The first part of this theorem follows by simply relativizing the
argument of 3.8 to the context of the oracle A. This algorithm involves
computing the relation p ⊳ q iff the computation ϕAp (0) halts before ϕ
A
q (0).
The relation has rank λA, and the natural way to write it takes γA many
steps (one must consult A▽, asking which computations ϕAp (0) will halt, in
order to know that the computation has finished). By omitting this last part,
about consulting A▽ to know whether the algorithm has finished, it follows
that λA is eventually A-writable. And by relativizing Theorem 3.8 again, we
see that λA is not A-writable.
Since hA is eventually A-writable, any ordinal which is eventually A▽-
writable is actually eventually A-writable, because with only A as an oracle,
we can compute approximations to hA, and then, with these approximations,
run the program which eventually writes an ordinal from A▽. Eventually, this
algorithm will have the true hA written, and the correct ordinal will be even-
tually written. 2
6 The Structure of Infinite Time Degrees
In this section we would like to give an introductory analysis of the structure
of the infinite time degrees. Initially, one might hope to mimic many of the
results from classical recursion theory, perhaps even giving some priority ar-
guments, but this hope must be tempered by the realization that one cannot
preserve a computation by fixing only finitely much of an oracle; after all, the
computation to be preserved may have used the entire oracle. Nevertheless,
we have managed to prove a few facts, and content ourselves to leave the
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Let us first prove some elementary facts.
Theorem 6.1 There are incomparable infinite time degrees in the reals.
Proof: This proof also works in the Turing degree case. Assume that the
infinite time degrees are linearly ordered. Since every initial segment of this
order is countable—there being only countably many programs—it follows
that there are at most ℵ1 many degrees, and consequently the Continuum
Hypothesis holds. But the Continuum Hypothesis fails in a forcing extension.
Consequently, in such extensions there are incomparable degrees. Further-
more, by Theorem 5.7, the assertion that there are incomparable degrees is
a Σ12 assertion, and thus, by the Shoenfield absoluteness theorem, it is ab-
solute to any forcing extension. Hence, there must have been infinite time
incomparable reals originally. 2
The previous theorem can be improved to the following.
Antichain Theorem 6.2 There is a countable sequence of reals, no one of
which is infinite time computable from the others.
Proof: Since it is well known that no real in a sequence of mutually generic
Cohen reals can be constructed from the rest of the sequence, the assertion
is true after forcing to add ω many Cohen reals. Furthermore, the assertion
is Σ12. Hence, by the Schoenfield absoluteness theorem, it must have been
true originally. 2
The next two theorems are straightforward adaptations of the classical
arguments (see, e.g., [Soare]).
Corollary 6.3 Any countable partial order embeds into the real infinite time
degrees.
Proof: Suppose 〈ω,〉 is a partial order on ω, and 〈zn|n ∈ ω〉 is a sequence
of reals, no one of which is computable from the others and 〈ω,〉. It is
straightforward to verify that the map n 7→ ⊕{ zi | i  n } embeds the par-
tial order into the real infinite time degrees. 2
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Theorem 6.4 In the infinite time degrees, a simple set exists. That is, there
is a semi-decidable set S whose complement is infinite but contains no infinite
semi-decidable set.
Proof: For this argument, we can simply mimic Post’s proof in the classical
argument. Namely, for each program p, start computing ϕp(n) for all the
values of n ∈ ω, and let f(p) be the first n > 2p for which ϕp(n)↓. Let s =
ran (f). Thus, s is a subset of ω, and it is clearly semi-decidable. Also, the
complement ω \ s is infinite since s contains at most p many elements below
2p. But s meets every infinite semi-decidable subset of ω, so the complement
ω \ s contains no infinite semi-decidable set. To construct a set of reals with
the same property, simply observe that we can regard ω ⊂ R, and then let
S = (R \ ω)∪ s. Thus, S ⊂ R is semi-decidable with an infinite complement
in R which contains no infinite semi-decidable set. 2
Questions2 6.5
Is there a semi-decidable set of reals S whose complement has size the con-
tinuum but contains no infinite semi-decidable set?
Are there incomparable degrees below 0▽? Below 0H?
Are there any noncomputable degrees below 0▽?
We would like in the next few theorems to understand the relationship
between the degrees represented by a real and the degrees which are repre-
sented only by sets of reals.
Theorem 6.6 Any countable set of reals is infinite time computable from a
real.
Proof: Suppose that A = { zn | n ∈ ω }. Let z canonically code the sequence
〈zn | n ∈ ω〉. Clearly A is computable from z, since an infinite time Turing
machine can perform the decoding. 2
2In a forthcoming paper, we provide the intriguing answer to all but the first of these
questions, by showing that while there are no reals between 0 and 0▽, there are incompa-
rable sets of reals between 0 and 0▽. This latter fact is proved by adapting the classical
priority argument technique to the supertask context.
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Theorem 6.7 Most oracles A ⊂ R are not computable from a real.
Proof: This is a simple counting argument. There are only 2ω many reals,
and each of them computes at most countably many sets, so there are only
2ω many sets which are computable from a real, but there are 22
ω
many sets
of reals. 2
The interesting thing, however, is that one can also ensure that there are
no noncomputable reals below an oracle.
Theorem 6.8 There is a countable semi-decidable set W such that any
larger set B ⊇ W computes no noncomputable reals. In fact, the set W
can be taken to be the set of accidentally writable reals.
Proof: Let W be the set of accidentally writable reals. This set is certainly
countable and semi-decidable. Moreover, it includes, and in fact is equal
to, the set of reals for which an oracle query is made during the computa-
tion of ϕRp (0), for any program p. Notice that when R is the oracle, queries
are always answered Yes. But W will also answer Yes to all those queries,
since if on input 0 a real is written on the tape and a query made about
it, it must have been an accidentally writable real. Consequently, we have
ϕWp (0) = ϕ
R
p (0), for any program p (meaning that if one converges, then
both converge to the same answer). Furthermore, if W ⊂ B, then similarly
ϕBp (0) = ϕ
R
p (0). Now if z is computable from B, it must be that z = ϕ
B
p (0)
for some program p, and consequently z = ϕRp (0) also. Thus, z is computable
from R, and hence it is computable. 2
Corollary 6.9 There is a set B of reals which neither computes any non-
computable real, nor is computable from any real.
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Proof: Simply combine the two previous arguments. There are 22
ω
many
sets B which contain W , but only 2ω many of them are computable from a
real, so there must be some B containing W which is not computable from
a real. Since it containsW , it also fails to compute any noncomputable real.2
Theorem 6.10 For every real x there is a set A which computes the same
reals as x but which itself is not computable from any real.
Proof: Fix the real x. Let Qx be the set of reals for which a query is made
during the computations of the form ϕRp (x). Since the oracle is R, such
queries are always answered Yes. If B is a set such that Qx ⊆ B ⊆ R, then
B will also give the answer Yes to all such queries, and so ϕBp (x) = ϕ
R
p (x) for
any program p. Thus, the reals below B ⊕ x are exactly those below x. By
the counting argument, we may find a B which is not computable from any
real. Let A = B ⊕ x for such a B. Then the reals computable from A are
exactly the reals computable from x, andA is not computable from any real.2
Theorem 6.11 For every set A there is a countable set B ⊂ A which is
semi-decidable in A and computes the same reals as A.
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Proof: Let B be the set of reals in A for which a query is made during a com-
putation of the form ϕAp (0). Thus, for any program p, we have ϕ
B
p (0) = ϕ
A
p (0),
since B answers Yes whenever A does for such computations. It follows that
A and B compute the same reals. The set B is countable since there are
only countably many programs p, and each computation ϕAp (0) mentions
only countably many reals. Clearly B is semi-decidable in A, since one sim-
ply simulates the computations ϕAp (0), and says Yes to any real in A which
appears along the way. 2
Jump Iteration Theorem 6.12 If a real z is computable from 0H, then
so is z▽. Indeed, we may iterate the jump operator ▽ many times: if α is
0H-writable, then z▽
(α)
≤∞ 0
H.
Proof: Suppose z = ϕ0
H
r (0). Let ϕq(p, x) = ϕ
x
p(0). Thus, p ∈ z
▽ ↔
ϕzp(0)↓ ↔ ϕq(p, z)↓ ↔ (q,
〈
p, ϕ0
H
r (0)
〉
) ∈ 0H. So z▽ is computable from 0H.
Suppose now that α is coded by the 0H-writable real y, and we want to iterate
the jump α many times. We use the real y to organize the scratch tape into α
many rows, putting the jump of each row into the next row (according to the
order given by y). At limit stages, we write the real coding all of the earlier
reals according to the organization given by y. When we have finished, we
have a real coding z▽
(α)
, as desired. 2
Low Theorem 6.13 Every real below 0H is low. That is, if z <
∞
0H, then
zH ≡
∞
0H. And this may be relativized to any oracle: every real below AH is
A-low, in the sense that if z <
∞
AH, then zH ≤
∞
AH.
Proof: Certainly 0H ≤
∞
zH, so we must only show the other direction.
Suppose z = ϕ0
H
r (0). Let ϕq(p, x, y) = ϕ
y
p(x). Thus,
(p, x) ∈ zH←→ ϕzp(x)↓←→ ϕq(p, x, z)↓
←→(q, 〈p, x, z〉) ∈ 0H←→ (q,
〈
p, x, ϕ0
H
r (0)
〉
) ∈ 0H.
Thus, zH is computable from 0H and we are done. The same argument works
for any oracle A. 2
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Eventual Jump Theorem 6.14 The class of eventually writable reals is
closed under the jump operator ▽. Indeed, if z is an eventually writable real,
and α is an eventually writable ordinal, then the αth iterate z▽
(α)
of the jump
operator ▽ is still eventually writable.
Proof: Suppose that z is eventually written by program p. Consider now
the supertask algorithm that simulates p on a portion of the scratch tape.
We regard the various reals that appear on the output tape of the simulation
as approximations to z. For every such approximation w, we begin the
computation to write w▽ on the output tape, while continuing the simulation
of p on the scratch tape. If we find that the approximation w changes at
some point, then we disregard our previous attempts to compute w▽, and
start fresh with the new approximation. Eventually, the real z will appear
as its own approximation, never subsequently to be changed, and we will
eventually write z▽ on the output tape, never subsequently to erase it.
A similar argument shows that z▽
(α)
is also eventually writable. For this
argument, the algorithm also computes approximations to α, and for each
such approximation, it uses the previous technique to compute the▽ iterates
of z. Eventually, the algorithm will have the true approximation to z and the
true approximation to α, and after a very long time, the true approximation
to z▽
(α)
. So z▽
(α)
is eventually writable. 2
In the next theorem, we regard a real as semi-decidable when there is a
supertask algorithm which gives the affirmative answers to queries about the
digits of the real.
Implication Theorem 6.15 1. Every writable real is semi-decidable;
2. every semi-decidable real is eventually writable;
3. every eventually writable real is accidentally writable;
4. every eventually writable real is computable from 0H;
5. and none of these implications is reversible.
Proof: Clearly every writable real is semi-decidable. One simply runs the
program which writes the real, consults this real, and answers Yes appropri-
ately. Also, every semi-decidable real is eventually writable. One simply sim-
ulates simultaneously for each natural number n the program to semi-decide
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whether n is in the real. Eventually all the Yes answers will be obtained
and the real will be written on the output tape, even while it is searching
for more Yes answers, not realizing that it has already found them all. And
obviously every eventually writable real is accidentally writable. It remains
to check that every eventually writable real is computable from 0H. Sup-
pose x is eventually written by the program p (we might write in this case
ϕp(0) ↑= x). Consider the algorithm which simulates the computation of
ϕp(0). At any stage of this simulation, we can ask the oracle 0
H whether the
algorithm which would search for this snapshot to repeat again would ever
find that it does. When the oracle answers Yes, we know we have reached
the looping part of the simulation, and we can halt, knowing that x must be
written on the output tape.
Now we must prove that none of the implications is reversible. The real
0▽ is semi-decidable but not writable. By the previous theorem, the real
0▽▽ is eventually writable but not semi-decidable, since it is not computable
from 0▽. Next, the hard part, we must prove that there is an accidentally
writable real which is not eventually writable. Consider the algorithm which
simulates the computation of ϕp(0) for every program p, and, at every step
of these computations, writes on the output tape a real which diagonalizes
against the reals on the simulated output tapes. Thus, for every simulated
step, we write a real on the output tape which differs from every real ap-
pearing on the simulated output tapes. Eventually, the programs p which
produce eventually writable reals have stabilized in the sense that they have
reached the stage where the real is written on their output tape, not to be
subsequently changed, and our algorithm then writes a real which is different
from all of them (and also different from some other irrelevant reals). Thus,
our algorithm writes a real which is not eventually writable. Finally, we must
show that there is a real which is computable from 0H which is not eventu-
ally writable. Let us define that a computation ϕp(x) stabilizes if it either
halts or eventually writes a real on its output tape which is not subsequently
changed. Let S be the set of programs p which stabilize on input 0. The pre-
vious diagonal argument shows that S cannot be eventually writable, since
we could have just diagonalized against the reals resulting from programs
in S to arrive at the same contradiction there. But nevertheless, the set S
is computable from 0H, as we will now show. Consider the algorithm which
simulates the computation of all ϕp(0). Eventually, all the programs which
will stabilize have stabilized, and only then will the simulation go into an
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infinite repeating loop. At any stage of the simulation, we can ask the oracle
0H whether we have reached a snapshot yet which will be repeated later.
Since 0H can answer such questions, we will know whether we have reached
the infinite repeating loop. After having reached this loop, we run through
the loop once, checking which of the computations ϕp(0) change their output
tape. The ones that do not are exactly the elements of S. So S is computable
from 0H. 2
It is possible to show also that S is accidentally writable. We do not
know, however, the answer to the following question.
Question 6.16 Is every accidentally writable real computable from 0H? Or
vice versa?
If every 0H-clockable ordinal is also 0H-writable, then we can prove that
there is a real computable from 0H which is not accidentally writable.
7 A new pointclass below ∆∼
1
2
In this section we will analyze a boldface version, if you will, of the decidable
sets. Namely, we define that a set of reals A is decidable from a real when
there is a real z with respect to which A is decidable. These sets form a new
natural pointclass below ∆∼
1
2. The jump operator will stratify the ∆∼
1
2 sets,
and indeed all sets of reals, into a fine hierarchy, ordered by ≤
∞
.
Decidable Pointclass Theorem 7.1 The class of sets which are decidable
from a real is a σ-algebra, and is closed under Suslin’s operation A. Hence,
they include the C-sets of Selivanovski. But this inclusion is proper, for there
is a decidable set which is not a C-set.
Proof: The C-sets of Selivanovski are defined to be those in the smallest σ-
algebra containing the Borel sets which is closed under Suslin’s operation A.
The sets decidable from a real are clearly closed under complement. For the
first part of the theorem, we need to prove they are closed under countable
union. Suppose that for each natural number n, the set An is decidable by
program pn from real zn. Let z be a real which canonically codes 〈zn | n ∈ ω〉
and 〈pn | n ∈ ω〉. Consider the supertask algorithm which on input x uses z
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as an oracle to systematically check whether x ∈ An. The algorithm simply
simulates pn with oracle zn on input x, and gets the answer yes or no whether
x ∈ An. After our algorithm has finished the simulations, let it output yes or
no accordingly if x was in any of the sets An. Thus, ∪nAn is decidable from
z, and so the class of sets decidable from reals is a σ-algebra.
For the second part, recall that Suslin’s operation A is defined on a family
of sets 〈As | s ∈ ω
<ω〉 to be the set of x such that there is a y ∈ ωω such
that x ∈ A
y↾n for every natural number n. Thus, x ∈ A(〈As | s ∈ ω
<ω〉)
exactly when { s | x ∈ As } has an infinite branch. By intersecting the
sets with the ones preceding them, it suffices to consider only the case when
s ⊂ t→ At ⊂ As, so that { s | x ∈ As } is a tree. So, suppose As is decidable
from zs by the program ps for each s ∈ ω
<ω. Let z be a real which canonically
codes the other reals 〈zs | s ∈ ω
<ω〉 as well as the programs 〈ps | s ∈ ω
<ω〉.
Now suppose we are given x, and we wish to decide if x ∈ A(〈As | s ∈ ω
<ω〉).
Using z as an oracle, we can simulate for each s the program ps with oracle zs
on input x, and write out the set { s | x ∈ As }. We can assume this is a tree.
In ω many steps, we can write out the relation coding the Kleene-Brouwer
order on this tree, and then use the count-through algorithm to determine
if this order is a well order. Since this occurs exactly when the tree has no
branches, this algorithm can decide whether x ∈ A(〈As | s ∈ ω
<ω〉). So the
class of sets decidable from a real is closed under Suslin’s operation A. Thus,
every C-set is decidable from a real.
Lastly, we would like to show that this inclusion is proper. There is a
natural way to code C-sets—one just labels each node in a countable well-
founded tree with instructions for taking the union, complement, or operation
A of the children of that node. The leaves of the tree are labeled with basic
open sets. The set coded by such a code is obtained by simply working up the
tree, assigning a set to each node according to the instructions on the labels.
The set assigned to the top node is the desired set. And every C-set is coded
by such a code. The labeled tree itself can easily be coded by a real, and the
set of reals coding C-set codes is Π11, since the only complicated part is that
the tree must be well-founded. Thus, the set of C-set codes is decidable. If
w is a C-set code, let Aw be the C-set which w codes. Let us argue that the
relation x ∈ Aw is infinite time decidable. First, we already argued that we
can decide if w is in fact a C-set code. If it is, then we can systematically
decide whether x ∈ Ay for each code y which appears as a node in the tree
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coded by w. Thus, at the leaves of the tree, we decide if x is in the basic open
set at that node. If a node instructs us to take a complement at that node,
then we flip the previous answer to its opposite. If a node instructs us to
take a union of the previous nodes, then we search to see if x is in any of the
previous nodes, and write the answer accordingly. Lastly, if a node instructs
us to apply Suslin’s operation A to the previous nodes, then we have to write
down the Kleene-Brouwer order on the ‘tree’ of finite sequences coded in the
children whose C-sets contain our given real x. If this order is a well-order
then we write No, otherwise Yes, on the node labeled A. At the end of this
algorithm, the top node has been labeled according to whether x ∈ Aw or
not, and we output the answer. It follows by this argument that the set
D = {w | w /∈ Aw } is decidable. Furthermore, it is easy to see that it is not
a C-set, because it cannot be equal to Aw for any code w. So the theorem is
proved. 2
Remark 7.2 The previous theorem has a lightface analog. Namely, the class
of decidable sets is effectively a σ-algebra, in the sense that it is closed under
complements and if the sets 〈An | n ∈ ω〉 are uniformly decidable, then so is
their union; and the class of decidable sets is closed under effective applica-
tions of A in the sense that if 〈As | s ∈ ω
<ω〉 is uniformly decidable, then so
is A(〈As | s ∈ ω
<ω〉).
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The previous theorems identify a new hierarchy of pointclasses between
the C-sets and the ∆∼
1
2 sets, as illustrated in the previous diagram. One moves
up the hierarchy by applying the jump operator. The next theorem tells
us some more descriptive-set-theoretic information about the class of semi-
decidable sets. For those unfamiliar with some descriptive set theoretic terms,
[Mos] provides an excellent and full description of such concepts as norms
(p.69), the prewellordering property (p. 200), and Spector point classes (p.
207).
Semi-decidable Norm Theorem 7.3 Every semi-decidable set admits a
semi-decidable norm. Thus, the class of semi-decidable sets has the pre-
wellordering property, and is a Spector pointclass.
Proof: Suppose A is semi-decidable by some program p (for definiteness,
assume p is the least such program). Thus, x ∈ A if and only if ϕp(x)↓
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(and in this case the value is 1). Let ρ(x) be the number of steps that the
computation ϕp(x) takes to halt, if it does halt. This is obviously a norm on
A. What we have to show is that the two relations
x ≤ρ y ↔ x ∈ A ∧ [y /∈ A ∨ ρ(x) ≤ ρ(y))]
and
x <ρ y ↔ x ∈ A ∧ [y /∈ A ∨ ρ(x) < ρ(y)].
are both semi-decidable. The first relation x ≤ρ y holds exactly when the
computation of ϕp(x) halts before or simultaneously with ϕp(y), and this
is clearly semi-decidable, since we can simply simulate both computations,
checking to see if ϕp(x) halts in time. The second relation x <ρ y holds
exactly when the computation ϕp(x) converges and halts strictly before ϕp(y).
This is also semi-decidable by a similar algorithm.
The class of semi-decidable sets is clearly a Σ-pointclass with the substi-
tution property, closed under ∀ω, ω-parameterized by the programs, and, by
the argument just given, normed. Thus, it is a Spector pointclass. 2
8 Admissibility
In this section we would like to explore the connections between infinite time
computability and admissible set theory. A transitive collection of sets is
admissible when it is a model of the following set theoretic axioms: pairing,
union, infinity, Cartesian product, ∆0-comprehension, and ∆0-collection. We
will refer to these axioms as the Kripke-Platek axioms. We refer the reader to
[Bar] for an excellent account of admissibility, and content ourselves here to
say that the KP axioms form a particularly important fragment of set theory.
Though weak, this fragment is sufficiently strong to carry out many set-
theoretic constructions, such as that of Go¨del’s L. An ordinal α is admissible
when Lα is an admissible set.
Our infinite time Turing machines of course deal only with reals, but
we can quite easily use reals to code hereditarily-countable sets. Specifi-
cally, given a hereditarily-countable set a, one enumerates TC({ a }) = { an |
n ∈ ω }, and then defines a relation iEj ↔ ai ∈ aj . Thus, 〈ω,E〉 ∼=
〈TC({ a }),∈〉, and so from E we can recover TC({ a }), and hence also a
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(since {a} is the unique member of TC({ a }) which is not a member of any
other member). The relation E can be coded with a real in the usual man-
ner. For the rest of this section, let us assume complete familiarity with such
coding techniques, and move on now to prove the admissibility of the various
collections of sets to which the machines have access.
Theorem 8.1 The class of sets coded by writable reals is admissible.
Proof: The first thing to notice is that the set of reals which are codes
for sets is Π11 and therefore decidable. To determine whether two codes ac-
tually code the same set is Σ11 (since this is true if and only if there is an
isomorphism between the indexed sets) and therefore also decidable, as is
determining whether codes x and y code sets such that Ax ∈ Ay. Thus, it is
easy to see that ∆0 facts about the sets coded by reals are decidable from the
codes. Furthermore, from a code z for the set Az, a code can be generated
for any element a ∈ Az, knowing merely which natural number n represents
a in the code z. The class of sets coded by writable reals is clearly closed
under union, pairing, and difference. And it satisfies ∆0-comprehension be-
cause from a code z for a set Az, and a ∆0-formula ψ, we can systematically
compute a code for the set { a ∈ Az | ψ(a) } by simply computing whether
the formula ψ holds separately for each member of the set, and then putting
all desired elements together into a code. Finally, we will prove that ∆0-
collection holds. So suppose z, coding the set Az, is writable, and for every
a ∈ Az there is a set b coded by a writable real such that ψ(a, b) holds, where
ψ is a ∆0 formula. What we need to find is a set B which is coded by a
writable real such that for every a ∈ Az there is a witness b ∈ B such that
ψ(a, b). Let us now show there is such a B. Fix z, and consider the super-
task algorithm which first writes z on a portion of the scratch tape. Now,
we will slowly write down the code for B, by searching for witnesses. Every
element of Az is indexed by some natural number in the code z, and for each
such element we will start the algorithm which simulates the computation of
ϕp(0) for every program p, until a witness is produced for the given element.
By hypothesis, we will eventually find a y = ϕp(0) for some program p such
that ψ(a, Ay) holds, and we copy the code y to represent an element of the
set B we are building. After doing this for each element of the set coded by
z, we have written a code for the set B, and we may halt. So ∆0-collection
holds, and therefore the set of writable reals is a model of KP, and hence
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admissible. 2
Corollary 8.2 The supremum λ of the writable ordinals is an admissible
ordinal.
Proof: Every writable real is constructible because we could just run the
computation in L. Also, if α is a writable ordinal, then we claim that Lα
is coded by a writable real. This is true because, as in the Lost Melody
Theorem 4.9, an infinite time Turing machine can simulate the construction
of Lα given a code for α; given a code for Lβ, one obtains a code for Lβ+1
by enumerating the definitions and systematically writing down the codes
for the definable subsets of Lβ ; and at limit stages of the L construction,
given the sequence of codes for the earlier stages, one simply writes down the
code for the union. Thus, if λ is the supremum of the writable ordinals, Lλ
is a subclass of the collection of sets coded by writable reals (it is not clear
whether these collections are distinct). Furthermore, the proof of the previ-
ous theorem can be modified to use Lλ rather than the class of all sets coded
by writable reals. Thus, rather than just searching for writable reals coding
hereditarily countable sets, one searches for writable reals coding writable
ordinals α, and then uses these ordinals to construct Lα in the manner we
have just explained, and then searches for the witnesses in these Lα. Thus,
Lλ is admissible, and consequently λ is admissible. 2
The next theorem will show that λ is quite high up in the hierarchy of
admissible ordinals. An ordinal β is recursively inaccessible when it is an
admissible limit of admissible ordinals. The ordinal β is indescribable by a
class of properties if there is a real x coding Lβ such that for any property in
the class which is true of x there is an α < β and a real y coding Lα having
the very same property.
Indescribability Theorem 8.3 The supremum λ of the writable ordinals
is recursively inaccessible. Indeed, it is the λth recursively inaccessible ordi-
nal, and the λth such fixed point, and so on. This is because λ is indescribable
by Π11 properties. Indeed, λ is indescribable by semi-decidable properties.
Proof: Let λ be the supremum of the writable ordinals. We have already
shown that λ is admissible. If it is not a limit of admissible ordinals, then
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there is some largest admissible δ < λ, which is consequently writable. Now,
whether a real codes an admissible ordinal is infinite time decidable, since
from the code for an ordinal α we have already explained how to get a code
for the set Lα, and it is decidable to check whether the set coded by a
given real is admissible, since this consists in merely checking that the real
codes a model of a certain recursively axiomatized theory. So, consider the
supertask algorithm which first writes a real coding δ on a portion of the
scratch tape, and then simultaneously simulates the computation of ϕp(0)
for every program p. For every real appearing during these computations,
the algorithm checks to see if it codes an ordinal larger than δ which is
admissible. If so, the algorithm gives that real as the output and halts. Since
λ is accidentally writable, this algorithm is bound to find, and write, the code
for an admissible ordinal above δ. By our assumption, this ordinal must be
at least λ, contradicting the fact that λ is the supremum of the writable
ordinals. Thus, λ must be an admissible limit of admissible ordinals.
By a similar argument we will now show that it cannot be the least such
limit. Suppose λ is the least limit of admissible ordinals above δ. Now, it is
a decidable question whether a real codes an ordinal which is an admissible
limit of admissible ordinals; one simply tests first whether the real codes an
admissible ordinal, and then tests whether there is any index for a smaller
ordinal with no admissible ordinals in-between. So consider the supertask
algorithm which first writes a code for δ on a portion of the scratch tape,
and then searches for an accidentally writable real which codes an admissible
limit of admissible ordinals, and tests if it is larger than δ. When such a real
is found, the algorithm gives it as the output and halts. By hypothesis, this
algorithm will write a real at least as large as λ, a contradiction.
Suppose now that λ is the δth admissible ordinal for some δ < λ. Consider
the algorithm which first writes δ on a portion of the scratch tape, and then
searches for admissible ordinals which are coded by accidentally writable
reals. Each time one is found which is larger than the previous ones, it is
written on a portion of the scratch tape labeled with the index of the next
element in the relation coding δ. When every element of the field of that
relation is taken care of, the algorithm writes the corresponding ordinal on
the tape, and halts. By assumption, this real codes an ordinal at least as
large as λ, a contradiction.
The indescribability argument is no different. Let x be an eventually
writable real which codes Lλ in the manner of which we have been speaking.
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If x has some semi-decidable property, then there must be a smaller ordinal
α < λ with an accidentally writable real y coding Lα with the very same
property, since otherwise the algorithm which went searching for such a real
would be able to write an ordinal larger than λ, which is impossible. In
fact, there must be a writable y with that property, since the algorithm will
halt when one is found. Consequently, λ is indescribable by semi-decidable
properties. 2
Question 8.4 Is λ the least ordinal which is indescribable by semi-decidable
properties?
Next, we will prove the corresponding facts about the class of sets coded
by eventually writable reals.
Theorem 8.5 The class of sets coded by eventually writable reals is admis-
sible.
Proof: This proof is very similar to the corresponding proof for writable
reals. But it also has the flavor of a finite injury priority argument in classi-
cal recursion theory. The class in question is closed under the rudimentary
functions, and satisfies ∆0-comprehension just as before. The hard part is
∆0-collection. So suppose z is eventually writable, and for every a ∈ Az
there is a set b coded by an eventually writable real such that ψ(a, b), where
ψ is some fixed ∆0 formula. We have to collect witnesses into a set which
is eventually writable. Consider the supertask algorithm which writes ap-
proximations to z on a portion of the scratch tape. We will use these ap-
proximations to z to write down a code for a set of witnesses. Eventually
the correct approximation will be written, and we will eventually write down
a code for a set of witnesses. So, for each approximation w to z, we start
writing down the code for a set of witnesses that will work for w, simultane-
ously computing better approximations to z. For each index n, representing
a set a in Aw, we search for an eventually writable witness b for a. We do
this by simulating for every program p the computation of ϕp(0) and testing
the approximate outputs b for these computations to see if ψ(a, b) holds. If
so, we copy the code for b to be an element of B on the true output tape.
Periodically, however, the approximation w may change because it has not
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yet stabilized, and when this occurs, we erase the witness b from the output
tape, and move to the approximation produced by another program, in such
a way that we give every program a chance to produce the correct witness.
Eventually, by hypothesis, we will hit on a witness which has stabilized. Fur-
thermore, we do this simultaneously for each set a ∈ Aw, and every time the
approximation w changes, we start the process completely over with the new
approximation. Eventually, z will be written as its own approximation, and
the witness computations will hit on the stabilizing witness which will be
copied as elements of the set B on the output tape. While the algorithm will
continue searching for better approximations, it will never change the set B
after this point, and so we may collect witnesses into an eventually writable
set B. So ∆0-collection holds. 2
Let us define that a set A is eventually decidable when there is a program
p such that for any x the computation ϕp(x) never halts, but eventually has
either a 1 or a 0 written on the output tape (never subsequently to change),
respectively, depending on whether x ∈ A or not. It is clear that every
semi-decidable set is eventually decidable. Similarly, A is eventually semi-
decidable when there is a program which for any x eventually writes the Yes
answers on the output tape, accordingly, depending on whether x ∈ A or
not.
Corollary 8.6 The supremum ζ of the eventually writable ordinals is an
admissible ordinal, a recursively inaccessible ordinal, the ζ th recursively in-
accessible ordinal, the ζ th such fixed point, and so on. It is indescribable by
decidable properties and even by eventually semi-decidable properties.
Proof: Let ζ be the supremum of the eventually writable ordinals. By the
argument of 8.3 it follows that Lζ is a subclass of the sets coded by eventually
writable reals (though again it is not clear whether these classes are distinct).
In any case, the proof of the previous theorem is easily adapted as in 8.3, by
limiting the searches to Lζ rather than any eventually writable set, to show
that Lζ is admissible. Consequently, ζ is an admissible ordinal.
Next, let us argue that ζ is accidentally writable, even though it is not
eventually writable. Consider the supertask algorithm which simulates the
computation of ϕp(0) simultaneously for every program p. Our algorithm
checks which of the output approximations code well orders, and writes a
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code for the sum of the ordinals coded by those that do. Eventually, the
eventually writable ordinals are written as their own approximations, and
so we have written an ordinal bigger than every eventually writable ordinal.
Since the accidentally writable ordinals are closed under initial segment, it
follows that ζ itself is accidentally writable.
Now we can show that ζ is recursively inaccessible, and indescribable,
and so on, just as before. There is an accidentally writable real x coding Lζ .
Suppose that x has some eventually semi-decidable property. Consider the
algorithm which searches for reals with this very same property, and writing
the real coding the corresponding ordinal. If ζ is the least ordinal such that
Lζ is coded by an accidentally writable real with that property, then this
algorithm will eventually settle on a real coding an ordinal at least as large
as ζ , contradicting the fact that ζ is the supremum of all eventually writable
ordinals. Thus, there must be a smaller α < ζ with an accidentally writable
real y coding Lα. The real y will be eventually writable, since the algorithm
will settle on y. So ζ is indescribable by eventually semi-decidable properties.
2
In our penultimate theorem, let us give necessary and sufficient conditions
on the question of whether every clockable ordinal is writable. We have gone
back and forth on this issue, and we simply do not know the answer. As
usual, λ is the supremum of the writable ordinals, and γ is the supremum of
the clockable ordinals.
Theorem 8.7 The following are equivalent:
1. λ = γ.
2. Every clockable ordinal is writable.
3. λ is a limit of clockable ordinals.
4. The halting problem hλ is not decidable.
5. γ is admissible.
Proof: (1↔ 2) This is clear, since there are no gaps in the writable ordinals,
and certainly λ ≤ γ, since λ is the order-type of the clockable ordinals.
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(1 ↔ 3) The forward direction is clear, since γ is a limit of clockable
ordinals. For the converse direction, suppose that λ is a limit of clockable
ordinals, but λ < γ. Thus, λ begins a gap in the clockable ordinals (recall
that λ itself is not clockable by 3.8). Let λ¯ be the supremum of the ordinals
which are writable in less than λ many steps of computation. The lengths
of these computations must in fact be unbounded in λ, since otherwise they
would be bounded by some clockable ordinal β < λ, and we could run them
all at once, with a β-clock, and write a real coding an ordinal larger than
λ¯ in fewer than λ many steps, contradicting the definition of λ¯. Also, by
essentially the same argument, it must be that λ¯ < λ since otherwise we
could run all the computations up to some clockable β beyond λ and write a
real coding an ordinal larger than λ, a contradiction. Now we can complete
the argument by observing that the map which takes α < λ¯ to the length of
the shortest computation which writes α is an unbounded map from λ¯ to λ.
Since it is Σ1-definable in Lλ, where the computations exist, this contradicts
the fact that λ is admissible.
(1↔ 4) The forward direction again is clear since h is not decidable. For
the converse, observe that if λ is below some least clockable ordinal β, then
hλ = hβ, and hβ is decidable by Theorem 4.5.
(1↔ 5) The forward direction follows since λ is admissible. For the con-
verse, suppose that λ < γ. By the argument showing (3 → 1), it must be
that the lengths of the computations which write the various ordinals below
λ are unbounded in γ. Consequently, in Lγ we have a Σ1-definable map from
λ unbounded in γ. So γ cannot be admissible. 2
The argument in (1↔ 3) shows that if λ < γ, then there are no ordinals in
the interval [λ, γ] which are both admissible and a limit of clockable ordinals.
We would like to conclude our paper by answering a question we teased
the reader with way back in section three. Namely, is the ordinal ωCK1 clock-
able? The answer, by the following theorem, is No.
Theorem 8.8 No admissible ordinal is clockable.
Proof: Suppose that α is a clockable limit ordinal. We will show that α is
not admissible by showing that there is a function f : ω → α, unbounded in
α, which is Σ1-definable in Lα. It follows that Lα cannot model Σ1-collection,
and therefore cannot be admissible. It suffices to consider the case when α
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is a limit of limit ordinals. Let p be a program which on input 0 halts in
exactly α steps. And let us pay attention to exactly the manner in which the
program halts at stage α. At stage α the head is at the extreme left of the
tapes and in the limit state. Furthermore, the values appearing in the three
cells under the head have caused the machine to halt. Thus, this must be the
first time at a limit ordinal that those cells have that particular pattern, or
the machine would have halted earlier. The 0s on the tape must have been 0
from some point on, and perhaps one of the 1s was also like that. But there
must have been a 1 on the cell under the head which had alternated infinitely
often before α, since otherwise the snapshot at α would have been obtained
at one of the limit stages before α (since by assumption such stages are un-
bounded in α), and the program would have halted earlier. Furthermore,
stage α must be the first stage by which that cell had alternated from 1 to
0 and back infinitely many times, since otherwise again the program would
have halted earlier. Let h(n) be the stage at which the cell alternated the
nth time. We have argued that these stages are unbounded in α. Further-
more, the function h is Σ1-definable in Lα, since the initial segments of the
computation of ϕp(0) all live in Lα, and are defined by a Σ1 definition there.
Thus, over Lα there is a Σ1 definable map from ω unbounded in α, and so α
is not admissible. 2
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